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News

Roofing and Cladding Skill Shortages are a Ticking Time Bomb, says NFRC 

Alongside this, 92% of roofers have

seen material prices rise. 

The Q3 State of the Roofing

Industry found:

r A net balance of 40% of roofing

contractors reported growing

workloads, down from 54% in

the previous quarter.

r A balance of 28% of members

reported higher enquiries.

r Employment levels grew, with

12% of contractors reporting a

growing headcount.

r The north of England and

Scotland saw the highest levels

of growth, with Wales being

the only part of the UK that saw

workloads and enquiries fall on

the previous quarter.

r Over three quarters (77%) of

roofing firms reported a

deterioration of material

availability over the quarter,

with 31% reporting shortages of

'all materials'.

r 92% of roofing contractors

reported a rise in material

prices.

r 70% of roofers increased their

tender prices over the period.

r Ahead of COP26, just under half

(48%) of roofing contractors

were developing or considering

developing a net-zero strategy. 

The National Federation of

Roofing Contractors (NFRC) is

warning of a ticking roofing and

cladding skills time bomb as the

latest State of the Roofing Industry

report shows that over three-

quarters of roofing and cladding

contractors (77%) report difficulties

recruiting suitable labour in Q3

2021. 

Skill Shortages

Slaters and tilers were most in

demand, reflecting the booming

UK new build housing market. But

a number of flat roofing roles, such

as in the built-up flat roofing and

single ply disciplines, were also

reported as being difficult to find.

Just under 10% of NFRC members

reported difficulties recruiting

cladders, which could have an

impact on the government's £5bn

cladding remediation scheme.

Cost of Labour

Roofing contractors have seen the

cost of labour go up as a result,

with just over half of roofing

companies reporting an increase

(57%) on this time last year.

Commenting on the research,

NFRC's Head of Policy, Philip

Campbell said: "The headlines

recently have been focused, rightly,

on HGV driver shortages, but the

next ticking time bomb is

construction skill shortages,

particularly in roofing. 

"The Chancellor confirmed multi-

billion-pound funding

commitments for housing, levelling

up, and cladding remediation, but

the government may fall short on

these targets if the construction

skills aren't there to deliver. We

saw what happened with the

Green Homes Grant when

government ambition and supply

chain capacity aren't aligned.

"Whilst it was encouraging to see

the roofing and cladding industry

grow again this quarter, we saw

the rate of growth slow,

particularly in the domestic, RMI

sector, which could be the result of

ongoing material and skill

shortages. Roofers continue to

remain optimistic for the future,

however."

Julian Coulter is the new

chairperson of the Mastic

Asphalt Council (MAC), the trade

association representing the

mastic asphalt sector.

Director of MAC contractor

member, Sussex Asphalte, Julian

has extensive experience in

roofing and mastic asphalt,

including prestigious projects such

as St Paul’s Cathedral, Dover

Castle and Canterbury Cathedral.

Julian has been vice chair of MAC

since 2013 and in his new position

he takes over from former MAC

Chair Keith Collins of Bell Asphalt.

Meanwhile, Marcus Lee of IKO has

been appointed as the new vice

chairperson.

Julian is the grandson of Joseph

Secchi, founder of Sussex Asphalte.

His mother Eliana Coulter took over

the company with her brother Sid

in the 1960s successfully building

the company up. Julian lived and

breathed asphalt alongside his

mother where he started out as a

construction labourer in the 1980s.

He attended Vauxhall College of

Building and Further Education as

a Mastic Asphalt apprentice. Julian

and his brother took over as

directors of the firm in 2005. 

MAC represents 70 companies

offering mastic asphalt.

Julian Coulter is New Chairman of Mastic Asphalt Council

18

Whitesales Acquires Lareine Engineering

Whitesales Ltd, the rooflight

manufacturer,  has

completed the acquisition of

Lareine Engineering Ltd, bringing

together two of the UK’s biggest

names in rooflight design and

manufacturing. 

The move secures the long-term

future of Lareine and Cranleigh

Surrey headquartered Whitesales,

and provides additional

manufacturing capacity and supply

chain security in the UK. 

Whitesales says it plans to make

significant investments in Lareine’s

West Lothian facilities over the

coming months so that this can

become its UK manufacturing hub,

significantly increasing output

across the company’s product

ranges. 

Lareine will operate as a wholly

owned subsidiary of Whitesales,

and there are no major changes to

supply arrangements or for

customer contacts in either

business.

http://www.roofingtoday.co.uk
https://www.mccormack-partners.com/
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R uth Scarrott is the new Head

of Careers at NFRC. Joining

NFRC from a similar position at

the Canal and River Trust and has

more than 15 years of experience

in the careers sector.

In this new role, Ruth will bring

her extensive insights and

experience to implementing a

careers strategy for the roofing and

cladding industry. Through this

strategy, she will work in

collaboration to attract new talent

and deliver a clear message that

roofing is open for all.

The appointment comes at a time

where three-quarters (76%) of

roofing contractor members are

reporting recruitment difficulties

and skill shortages to NFRC. 

Ruth said: “I am committed to

supporting members as well as

working with industry and wider

stakeholders including the CITB,

central and devolved government,

New NFRC Head of Careers 

RICS Sets New Conduct Standards 

T aking effect from 2 February

2022, revised ethical rules

have been devised by RICS, the

global professional body for

chartered surveyors. The new Rules

of Conduct set out the core

principles of professional practice

for RICS’ regulated members and

firms worldwide. 

There’s a new emphasis on

diversity to ensure a fair and

inclusive profession. There’s also a

new focus on sustainability in

professional development to help

clients meet climate targets.

The need to maintain skills and

expertise has also been bolstered,

accompanied by a CPD programme.

L ong-term investment from Filon

strengthens its sector diversity,

whilst providing Mayan with the

support it needs to fund its growth

plans and develop its offering.

Filon Products has announced a

significant, long-term investment

into Mayan Roofing Systems, with

the goal of establishing Mayan,

which design, patent, manufacture

and distribute high performance

roofing products, as “the UK’s most

innovative roofing system

company.”

Filon reports it has been working

closely with Mayan to push the

boundaries of GRP production with

the manufacturer’s highly

innovative ArmouredSlate,

ArmouredStone and RealRidge

roofing systems - due to be released

to market imminently.

Mayan says its highly versatile

Armoured GRP provides a

waterproofing layer beneath any

type of slate or stone, enabling

installation in the single lap

method. This offers a 43% material

and weight saving over the

traditional double lap method.

Mayan’s RealRidge is a secret, dry

Filon says its investment will

ensure continuity in the supply of

the essential high-quality GRP

components required for the

system, and enable the future

development of a further series of

exciting GRP innovations and third-

party system testing.

Mark Wilcox, Sales Director at

Filon Products, explained: “This

investment further strengthens

Filon’s sector diversity whilst

providing the financial security that

Mayan needs to give it the ability

to fund its growth plans and

maximise its opportunities. The

Filon board is delighted with the

arrangement and looking forward to

being a part of this exciting,

innovative, growing business.”

Filon is committed to innovation

and the team at Mayan are set to

continue with a fresh approach and

catalogue of new roofing products.

This close collaboration between

the businesses will increase

Mayan’s capacity for releasing

pioneering products into the

market. 

Filon Products Backs Mayan Roofing Systems
fixed, ventilated ridge tile system,

offered in natural slate or stone to

finish in style.

trade and professional bodies, and

Regional Roof Training Groups to

address the widespread skills

shortages within roofing.”  

“I am particularly interested in the

part that new talent can play in

revitalising organisational culture,

and I am keen to outline our

intention to attract new people into

the sector and to deliver timely and

informative messaging to members

and wider stakeholders on NFRC’s

commitment to careers.

Dame Janet Paraskeva, chair of SRB

at RICS, said: “Standards in

professional life must evolve to

reflect modern-day expectations of

clients and society at large, in order

to maintain confidence. These

revised Rules of Conduct will

support our members and those

that depend on their advice to

continue addressing the challenges

of today and tomorrow”

http://www.roofingtoday.co.uk
https://www.cupapizarras.com/uk/
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M annok has invested a further

€2.1 million in its cement

bagging facilities with the

acquisition of state-of-the-art

technology to double the output

capacity of the company’s

weatherproof bagged cement

product range. The recent outlay is

one of a number of key investments.

Haver & Boecker has designed and

manufactured a new 10 spout bag

filling system for packing powdery

products in weatherproof bags to

run installed over eight weeks at

1,200 bags per hour. It will give

Mannok the capacity to cleanly bag

c50 tonnes of cement in

weatherproof bags per hour.  

The latest addition sees the

company’s overall investment over

the last 3 years reach more than

€5m. Despite the twin challenges of

Brexit and Covid, the demand for

Mannok’s bagged cement products

continues at a high level. 

Mannok CEO, Liam McCaffrey,

said, “This is a major investment in

our Cement operations which

completes the second phase of our

investment in our weatherproof

bagging line, upgrading output

capacity. 

“The success of the bags in both

UK and Irish markets gave us the

impetus to invest further in order to

increase our output and, despite

the challenges presented by Covid

and Brexit, we have followed

through with our investment plan,

demonstrating our commitment to

continued growth on both sides of

the Irish Sea and placing us in a

strong position for the new post-

Brexit landscape.”

A film which explores the UK

construction industry’s

response to the Grenfell Tower

disaster has been launched to

encourage more open debate in

the UK construction industry.  

Funded by Vivalda Group and

produced by a filmmaker Hamlett

Films, the 25-minute documentary

is called ‘Behind the Façade’. It

includes contributions from

architects, specialist contractors,

including Roofdec MD John Barnes,

suppliers and those personally

affected by the cladding crisis. 

Behind the Façade Documentary Film on Industry Response to Grenfell

A new Skills Bootcamp is being

launched at South Devon

College aimed at anyone interested

in a career in the engineering

construction industry.

The flexible, four weeks course

builds sector specific skills and fast

tracks students to an interview

with a local employer. 

The programme at South Devon

College has been developed in

partnership with Willmott Dixon,

Midas, BAM Nutall and Keir

Construction. 

Key elements of the course include

renewable energy technology,

water treatment, digital

construction and commercial

management. 

24 year old Henry Kaminarides from

Bovey Tracey has signed up for the

Skills Bootcamp in Engineering

Construction after finding it hard to

find a job after leaving university.

“I graduated from the University of

Plymouth in Cyber Security at the

start of the pandemic which made

finding jobs very difficult. I used

this time given to me to really think

about what career I want to do.  

“I applied for this role because I

want to gain valuable experience

and knowledge within the

construction industry. I have always

been fascinated with construction

from how things are designed/built,

going from a plot of land to a

residential or commercial

development.”

The programme will be led by

Andrew Finch and includes

employers co-delivering

South Devon College Launches New Construction Skills Bootcamp

Mannok’s ¤2.1m Post-Brexit Investment to Increase Bagged Cement Output

masterclasses and offering work

experience. 

Fallon Hart, Corporate Social

Responsibility Coordinator at Kier

Construction, said: “I hope this

Bootcamp will encourage people

that there’s a range of careers

across the construction industry

and it’s a booming sector with lots

of job opportunities.”

The film seeks to encourage honest

debate about safety, responsibility

and quality as the new Building

Safety Bill comes into law.

Chairman of Vivalda Group Peter

Johnson, said: “As founder of

Vivalda, I’ve been in the cladding

sector for over 40 years and was

shocked by the events of Grenfell

and the revelations of the

subsequent inquiry I hope this film

in some small way helps the

industry to take stock and

reevaluate its attitude to safety,

pricing and responsibility. We

need to encourage a genuine

culture change within the industry

and the new safety bill is a

significant opportunity to make a

real difference.”

Watch the film on Youtube

http://www.roofingtoday.co.uk
https://www.bark.com/en/gb/sellers/create/?utm_campaign=RoofingToday&utm_medium=TM&utm_source=mail-postcard
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TIMCO MD Named in UK’s Top 50
2021 Most Ambitious Leaders

N amed as one of The LDC Top

50 Most Ambitious Business

Leaders for 2021 is Simon

Midwood, MD of TIMCO, the

construction product supplier.

The Top 50, supported by The

Times, celebrates the inspiring

leaders behind some of the UK’s

most successful and fast-growing

medium-sized firms. 

Led by Simon Midwood TIMCO

has achieved turnover growth of

14% - to £49.7m for 2020, and a

predicted £60 million turnover for

2021. 

Simon Midwood took over the

running of the company from his

father in 2002, at the age of just 26.

His business model is to support

customer businesses, enabling

them to compete with national

operators. 

During the pandemic Simon

Midwood refused to batten down

the hatches and instead invested in

the business, recruiting new

people, constructing new buildings. 

Simon Midwood said: “I’d like to

dedicate this award to all our

TIMCO staff who worked so

tirelessly through the pandemic.  I

am truly proud of what we have

achieved and look forward to

driving TIMCO through the next

phase of our expansion plans.”

LDC’s John Garner added:

“Through their resourcefulness and

resilience, this year’s Top 50 Most

Ambitious Leaders prove that the

flame of ambition is hard to

extinguish.”

41

ALeeds College of Building

apprentice is celebrating after

winning a prestigious roofing

award.

Harry Aldridge (19) received the

2021 Roof Slating Apprentice of the

Year award from CUPA PIZARRAS,

producers and distributors of slate.

Harry was chosen for his

exceptional commitment,

determination, and dedication to

training as judged by Leeds College

of Building (LCB) representatives

and CUPA PIZARRAS. He received

a slate trophy at a ceremony in

front of his peers at the college’s

roofing workshop.

David Mallory, LCB Roofing

lecturer, said: “Harry was selected

as this year’s CUPA PIZARRAS

winner for pushing himself hard

and becoming so skilled in his

trade. He is a real inspiration to

other students and an example of

what can be achieved when you go

above and beyond.”

Harry works for the family business

Aldridge & Sons Roofing Ltd. in

Roofing Apprentice Wins Prestigious CUPA PIZARRAS Award 

Sunbury-on-Thames, Surrey. Since

age 16, Harry travelled for the

specialist training at LCB. 

Harry has completed an NVQ Level

2 and 3 Apprenticeship in Roof

Slating & Tiling, and is being

promoted to Supervisor and will

lead a team of his own in his

business.

Harry said: “I’m really proud to win

this award. I learned loads of new

skills and was pushed hard. Not

only did I improve my trade skills, I

increased my confidence and

communication skills. I have been

able to use this learning back on

site where company mentors have

supported me. My advice to others

would be to give it a go and earn

while you learn.”

CUPA PIZARRAS is a longstanding

supporter of the College and

donates much-needed roofing

supplies (including its natural slate

range) through Burton Roofing

Merchants Ltd. 

L-R: Hannah Wall (CUPA PIZARRAS), Dale Yates (Leeds College of Building), Harry Aldridge

(award winner), John Aldridge (Harry's father), David Mallory (Leeds College of Building),

and Myles Doran (CUPA PIZARRAS). 

Hannah Wall, UK Marketing

Manager at CUPA PIZARRAS, said:

“Both CUPA PIZARRAS and Burton

Roofing Merchants acknowledge

the need for more skilled labour

within the construction industry

and is why partnerships such as

these are so crucial. We

wholeheartedly support Leeds

College of Building in its pursuit of

excellence and development of

industry skills through apprentices."

All Change for IBMG Leaders

Independent Builders Merchants

Group (IBMG) new chief

executive is Allun Pittingale, who

was appointed group managing

director in September 2021. Andrew

Cope will remain as business

development director in charge of

acquisitions and greenfield sites. At

the same time, Danny Spokes

becomes MD of Chandlers Roofing

Supplies. Danny Spokes has been

responsible for significant growth

in the roofing supplies business

and the appointment reflects this.

Andrew Cope took over as CEO of

IBMG in late 2019 following the

acquisition of Chandlers Building

Supplies, integrating the Parkers,

Chandlers, Fairalls and Stamco

Timber businesses. Allun

Pittingale, a seasoned leader in

merchanting, joined IBMG in May

2020 from Travis Perkins. As MD of

IBMG’s Builders Merchants

Division he’s worked hand in hand

with Andrew Cope. With the

integration largely complete,

Andrew has decided now is the

right time to hand over the

leadership of the group.

“Andrew has done an outstanding

job bringing together 4 brands with

39 branches across the South East,

implementing a new ERP and

establishing a high performance,

high customer service culture,”

said Fiona Perrin, IBMG Chairman. 

http://www.roofingtoday.co.uk
https://www.easy-trim.co.uk/
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Roof Training Group News

The next meeting for members

of the North West Roof

Training Group (NWRTG) takes

place on 23 November at the

Engine Rooms, Birchwood Park,

Warrington from 1 – 2.30 pm. (Close

to J21A M6 and J11 M62, with free

parking). Meeting attendees can

expect an in-depth presentation on

RoofCERT and discussion on the

knowledge questions that form the

basis of the tests for accreditation.

Another session on adjudication is

planned, which is timely with the

numbers of disputes arising from

recent disruptions. After the

meeting there will be the chance to

visit the nearby Simian Risk

premises, as cohort 2 of apprentices

start the Flat Roofing Trailblazer

delivered there.

A total of 36 Year 1 Roof Slating

and Tiling apprentices have started

their journey to NVQ2 at Bolton

College this autumn. Plans are now

underway for the NWRTG annual

Roofing Apprentice of the Year

event (sadly suspended in 2021) to

take place during National

Apprentice Week in 2022 (7-11

Feb). 

Flat Roof Apprentice of the
Year

The NWRTG will be making up for

the lost events last year by holding

another event in National

Apprentice Week at Simian, but in

this case it will be the Flat Roofing

Apprentice of the Year in

conjunction with Simian supported

by Langley Waterproofing Systems.

North West Roof Training Group Plans to Celebrate Apprenticeships

Y orkshire Independent Roof

Training Group (YIRTG) has

worked with Select Energy

Services Ltd of Halifax to offer work

experience through the Kickstart

Scheme, managed through En-Able

Futures.

Eight people began the journey

with Select Energy Services Ltd

(SES) supported by Director, Matt

Whitton.  Their induction to the

business began with essential

courses including Level 1 Health

and Safety, Abrasive Wheels,

Asbestos Awareness, First Aid,

Working at Heights and Use of

YIRTG Helps Kickstart New Recruits into Roofing

Harness equipment. This was

followed by an on-site introduction

to the preparation of sites, and

structures to support the

installation of solar panels on large

scale commercial properties.

Training has continued on site and

five learners remain with the

company and are now on a

structured development programme

that includes IPAF, electrical safety

and on site installation skills.

Following completion of the

Kickstart programme at Christmas,

the operatives will be working

towards an NVQ in Solar

Installation in 2022.

YIRTG Training Officer, Denise

Cherry has followed the

development of the initiative and is

delighted with the progress made

by these young people.  “From the

slightly dispirited people I met at

first interview, these operatives

have grown in confidence,

enthusiasm and skills almost

beyond recognition,” Denise

comments.

Dan Whitton, a Director of SES,

who championed the company

scheme for Select Energy is also

delighted with the progress made.

He said, “Over the first few months

the guys have developed into a

cohesive team, taking responsibility

for their jobs and each other, which

is really important as they spend

most of their time working away.”    

As a company, Select Energy

Services Ltd, are committed to all

aspects of sustainability and this

extends to supporting the local

community. The

Kickstart

Initiative offers

real benefits to

young people in

Halifax.

6

Apprenticeship Concerns

The NWRTG is reminding

employers offering apprenticeships

that when they recruit an

apprentice, the trainee must be

studying and training off-site for at

least 20% of their working hours. 

Another concern, recently

highlighted in the July issue of

Roofing Today, is that mentors of

apprentices need to be aware of the

responsibility that goes with

mentoring. It takes a certain type of

individual to encourage, motivate,

instruct, and teach. While that’s

instinctive in some, it’s another

area training needs to address

sooner rather than later.

Upskilling via the On-Site

Assessment & Training (OSAT)

route continues, in the main, for

NVQ2. However, with 2024 round

the corner, it’s good news to hear

that those holding black CSCS

cards are also listening and

booking on to NVQ 6 or 7 via OSAT

to obtain the necessary

qualification to renew their cards.

As a reminder, industry

accreditation has now finished, so

that all-important qualification is

now a must for CSCS card renewal.

Members are encouraged to contact

the NWRTG as it has access to

competitive rates with providers

who are offering good quality

courses.

Joe has a young family, and is delighted

to be working on this nationwide project.

“It’s a good group to work with and I like

learning new skills.”

Another course attendee, Brandon, said:

“I’m delighted to have this opportunity. I

enjoy the work, and it’s good to learning

new skills in a job that has real prospects.”

http://www.roofingtoday.co.uk
https://www.quantuminsulation.com/
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F or too long the UK roofing

industry has suffered from a

poor image – self-serving,

overly commercialised, and opaque.

Craftmanship, skills and

outstanding roofing need to be

restored at the heart of the industry

to bring back faith in the roofing

trade amongst its customers.

Now, forming as the Association of

Master Roofers (AMR), a dynamic

team of industry professionals of all

ages and backgrounds have joined

together to focus on the grass roots

of roofing and roof craft, combined

with innovative roofing trends and

new, green, positive initiatives.

As the sister company to Master

Roofers UK (MRUK) – which itself

reports impressive growth in recent

years – AMR boasts a close

connection with tradespeople

directly through social media

forums, which now total more than

30,000 members.

“Working with passion for the

betterment of the roofing

industry”

AMR’s mission statement (above)

will bring a refreshingly open,

transparent and members-first

approach to trade association

membership for UK roofing

contractors.

With core values including

commitments to 'Retain traditional

roof skills' and 'Work

collaboratively with other

professional bodies in the UK

sector', the association offers a

fresh approach and an inclusive

attitude.

When members join, they can be

sure that AMR will champion their

interests, concerns and

opportunities to develop as roofing

craftspeople and as roofing

contracting businesses.

Its driving force will be a stringent

membership vetting process,

conducted by industry specialists,

that assesses roofers in the

disciplines they excel in (see

below). AMR membership will

become the badge of quality

assurance that customers can trust. 

And ongoing support, training and

provision of insurance-backed

guarantees will help its members to

maintain their standards and

reputations.

Industry Working Together

Managing Director, Stewart

Rowles, explained: “We want the

industry to work together to

address its problems. We are

dedicated to leading initiatives to

For too long the UK roofing industry has
suffered from a poor image – self-serving,
overly commercialised, and opaque.
Craftmanship, skills and outstanding roofing
need to be restored at the heart of the industry
to bring back faith in the roofing trade
amongst its customers.

Industry Launch

close the skills gap, promote skills,

raise standards and inspire a new

generation to feel proud to be part

of the roofing trade.

“This will help roofing businesses

recruit the skilled operatives they

need and to bring in new

apprentices to their businesses.

“We will be working with the

roofing federations and roof training

groups to make upskilling and

apprenticeship training an easy and

ongoing choice for members.”

Stewart added that they will be

collaborating with manufacturers

and suppliers in a number of ways:

not only to overcome the

challenges of the current materials

shortages, but to play a vital role in

product development and best

practices to create a competent and

digitalised industry.

Thorough Vetting of Members

AMR will structure the association

based on a thorough and detailed

vetting process, carried out by a

team of vetting officers, ensuring its

accepted members demonstrate the

very highest standards of roofing

ability.

The vetting process covers onsite

vetting of workmanship, including

professional discussion and office

vetting which examines

insurances, health and safety

policies and company health. 

Each discipline is vetted separately

by industry experts in that

particular field.

Personal Accreditation

Another facet to the association is

the recognised individual’s

category, which aims to give

personal accreditation to industry

professionals.

This key area of the association

also has a stringent process,

looking at application criteria

including CVs, work history and

achievements.

Individual applications are brought

in front of a committee for

consideration, following which

successful applicants are granted

membership under the recognised

individual’s section of the website,

where they can include a personal

photo and a written biography. 

Addressing the Skills Gap

High on the association’s list of key

goals is combatting the skills gap

in the UK construction sector.

Stewart explained what AMR seeks

to achieve: 

"The skills gap is a huge issue for

the sector and we need to do more

to create open discourse with

training providers nationwide to

bring about a collaborative effort to

upskill more young roofers.

Master Roofers UK has already

teamed up with NCTS to offer

training and nationwide support for

contractors and individuals seeking

In a ground-breaking move for the UK roofing industry, a brand new, dedicated trade association has been formed for

roofing contractors, suppliers and associates. The Association of Master Roofers (AMR) is a not-for-profit organisation

established to work with passion for the betterment of the roofing industry. Here AMR explains what the new organisation

stands for, how they will operate and what they hope to achieve.

New Trade Association Set to Shake up the Roofing Industry
We are dedicated to leading initiatives to close
the skills gap, promote skills, raise standards
and inspire a new generation to feel proud to
be part of the roofing trade.

Chris Hopkins

Mark Chandler

Steve Reynolds

to learn and qualify in roofing

disciplines.

Stewart continued, “AMR will work

alongside Master Roofers UK and a

network of roof training groups to

connect contractors with nearby

training providers to increase

competency in roofing.

“This will include everything from

basic competency training like

health and safety training, to NVQ

qualifications in roofing skills and

site management qualifications." 

The association is now open for

membership applications and

AMR’s head office in Halifax is

ready to begin working with

contractors to bring about

beneficial change in the industry.

Working alongside Stewart are

directors Mark Chandler and Chris

Hopkins, while Steve Reynolds

heads up the contractor specialist

members section.

Other staff  include a team of 15

vetting officers spread across the

UK ready to undertake site visits for

potential specialist contractors,

while a marketing manager,

Association of Master Roofers 
Core Values

Work for the betterment of the roofing industry
to act selflessly for the overall progress and enhancement of the

roofing industry across the board.

Celebrate craftmanship
to recognise and celebrate craftsmanship in all its forms, from new-

build, low-cost housing to heritage restoration projects and

everything in between.

Showcase good work and working practices
to highlight and reward acts of good workmanship, working

practices and work ethics.

Support industry manufacturers
to work with, and offer support and feedback to all manufacturers

who are an integral part of the roofing industry.

Retain traditional roofing skills
to work hard to promote, nurture and retain the traditional roof skills

in the UK.

Create support and value for our members
to maximise the benefits for our members in all categories.

Give peace of mind to homeowners that our association
is the hallmark of fully vetted, highly specialist roofing
contractors
to create a rigorous and robust vetting process to ensure aMR

represents an industry standard in quality members.

Combat the skills gap in the UK roofing sector
to focus on improving the skills gap within our area of construction

by raising the profile of roofing in a positive and attractive way.

Provide a network of nationwide hubs to support and
train skilled roofers
to work to connect people with the upskilling they need throughout

the UK by working closely with training providers.

Work to support roof training groups in the UK
to support and work with the UK roof training groups collaboratively

for the overall betterment of the roofing sector. 

Focus on innovative roofing trends and green positive
initiatives for the future
to work to keep abreast of changes and innovations in roofing which

are significant in the future evolutions of roofing and roofing work

practices.

administration staff, plus web and

IT staff are in place to ensure the

smooth running of AMR’s website

and online application processes.

Stewart said: “I am delighted and

excited to be working with such a

dynamic, strong team and we will

be looking for additional staff

members and industry volunteers

as the association moves along in

the next 12 months.” 

For further information contact the

association of Master Roofers on

telephone 01422 752177 or email

info@aomr.uk.

|||
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Metal Roofing and Cladding

Withstanding the Worst of  the Weather –
Wind and Snow Loadings

O f all the loading that a

building is likely to

encounter over its life, the

wind has the greatest potential to

cause damage to the cladding and

even to the building structure.

News stories about winter storms

are often accompanied by pictures

of buildings with damaged roofs or

walls and it has almost become

accepted that some damage will

occur during the most extreme

weather. However, with the correct

design and specification of the roof

and wall cladding systems and

their fasteners, it should be

possible to ensure that no new

building built in the UK or

elsewhere in Europe suffers this

fate.

Furthermore, the force generated by

the wind blowing over a building is

dependent on the shape of the

building and even the location on

the building’s surface.  For

example, the edges of a roof are

subjected to higher pressures than

the centre, so may require

additional fasteners or closer purlin

centres. The ridges and corners of

roofs and the corners of walls are

especially vulnerable to high wind

loads.

Wind forces on buildings

When the wind blows on a

building, the change in wind speed

as the air negotiates the

obstruction in its path may result in

either an increase or a decrease in

pressure. When combined with

changes to the internal air pressure

the result is either a net positive

pressure (on windward facing walls

and the windward slopes of steep

roofs) or a net suction (on leeward

facing walls, on walls parallel to

the direction of the wind and on

roofs generally). Wind pressure and

suction will both cause bending

effects in the wall and roof cladding

and may, in extreme cases, cause

structural failure of the cladding

profile. Additionally, wind suction

may result in failure of the fasteners

if not properly specified.

Factors affecting wind loading

There is no single value of wind

load for design of buildings in the

UK. This is due to the variation of

wind speed with location and

building geometry. The main factors

that influence wind speed are:

q Location – some parts of the

country are windier than others

q Altitude – the higher the site,

the greater the wind speed

q Distance to sea – the closer to

the sea, the greater the wind

speed

q Town or country – buildings

may provide shelter from the

wind

q Topography – topographical

features can increase wind

speed

q Wind direction – the strongest

winds generally blow from the

south west

q Building height – taller

buildings are exposed to

stronger winds

Taking account of all these factors,

it is clear that wind loading is site

and building specific, so should be

calculated by a qualified engineer

for each and every building project.

Failure to do so may result in

unsafe buildings in some cases,

and uneconomic buildings in

others.

The impact of snowfall

Winters in the UK are often

relatively mild and severe snowfalls

are rare. However, when heavy

snowfalls do occur there are often

reports of damage to buildings, in

particular collapses of roofs and

their supporting structures. It is

perhaps because of our mild

climate that we tend to view the

snow that causes these collapses

as exceptional. The reality is that

most of the recent snowfalls in the

UK have been within the design

values predicted by the codes and

standards, so should not have

caused the damage that they did. 

14

Buildings and their cladding are expected to withstand the worst that the weather can throw at them without risk of

failure or loss of function.  However, such performance is only possible due to the care that goes into their design and the

attention to detail during the manufacture and installation of the building envelope. The Metal Cladding and Roofing

Manufacturers Association (MCRMA) offers some timely advice for all involved in the specification process as winter

approaches, particularly with regard to wind and snow loadings.

Wind loading is site and building specific, so
should be calculated by a qualified engineer
for each and every building project.  Failure to
do so may result in unsafe buildings in some
cases, and uneconomic buildings in others.

Wind damage: Proper attention to design and detailing will avoid this type of outcome.

||-
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Metal Roofing and Cladding contrinued

22

Since most of the snow that falls

on a building lands on the roof, the

correct specification of the roof

cladding and its supporting

structure are essential to ensuring

that buildings survive the winter

storms. Key to this is the accurate

determination of the likely snow

load appropriate for the location

and geometry of the building. 

When designing a building for

snow loading, it is important to

distinguish between the two

fundamental types of load: uniform

snow loading and snow drift. The

former assumes an even

distribution of snow over the roof

and should always be designed for. 

The latter may need to be

considered if there are obstructions

against which the snow could

accumulate, such as parapets,

valleys or walls.  While snow drift

loading is usually much higher

than the uniform snow load, it is

limited to a relatively small area. 

Snow loading is site and building

specific, so it is not possible to

calculate a single value of snow

load for use across the UK.  The

main factors that influence snow

load are:

q Location – some parts of the

country are more susceptible to

snowfall than others

q Altitude – the higher the site,

the greater the snow load

q Parapets, valleys and

obstructions – these cause

snow drifts resulting in

localised high snow loads 

q Neighbouring roofs – there is a

risk of snow falling off higher

roofs causing local overloading

Both wind and snow loadings on

all buildings should be calculated

using a recognised code of practice:

BS EN 1991-1-4 for wind loading

and BS EN 1991-1-3 for snow

loading. Both these standards are

part of the structural Eurocodes and

are applicable across the European

Union, although each member state

has its own National Annex which

must be used when designing for

that country.

When designing to the Eurocodes,

the snow loading is combined with

the dead load for example, 

self-weight and any positive

(downward) wind loading, all

multiplied by the appropriate safety

factors to give the factored loading

for the roof.  Access for

maintenance (imposed load) is

considered as a separate load case

and is combined with the dead load

only.  This means that the snow

loading must always be considered,

even if it is lower in magnitude

than the imposed load. 

Snow loading varies from site to

site and building to building and

the calculation methods for snow

and wind loadings can be

complicated, requiring the services

of a qualified engineer. However, by

following the recommended

calculation procedures and

specifying the cladding and

supporting structure accordingly,

building designers can ensure that

the roofs of their buildings do not

collapse even in the harshest of

winters. 

The only way to be confident that

your buildings will survive the

worst storms year after year is to

ensure that both wind and snow

loadings are calculated properly for

every building and that the

cladding and fasteners are specified

accordingly.

The MCRMA website lists

organisations that provide online

software tools to enable users to

calculate wind loads, distance and

elevations. There are also links to

organisations which provide

weather forecasts and data from

local weather stations, including

near real-time weather maps of

wind strength and direction.

MCRMA member companies can

advise on the suitability and

performance of materials, systems

and assemblies. In addition, advice

can be obtained from any of the

independent roofing and cladding

inspectors featured on the MCRMA

website.

Guidance documents Nos 15 and 16

which cover these topics are available to

download and as online CPds at

www.mcrma.co.uk.

-||

When designing a
building for snow
loading, it is
important to
distinguish between
the two fundamental
types of load: uniform
snow loading and
snow drift. 
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T he past 12 months have

been like a roller-coaster

ride with both highs and

lows. Showing its resilience, the

construction industry bounced back

quicker than expected from the

pandemic. According to the Office

of National Statistics, output in the

first quarter of this year grew by 2.6

per cent compared to the last

quarter of 2020, driven by both new

work plus repair and maintenance.

This had a positive impact on the

whole supply chain, including

those working in liquid roofing and

waterproofing, boosting workloads

for manufacturers and contractors. 

But this surge in activity has

created hurdles too. The impact of

Covid-19 combined with Brexit has

led to huge shortages of building

materials leaving many companies

struggling to meet demand. Steel,

cement, timber, roof tiles,

plasterboard and plastics are all in

short supply leading to long lead

times and higher costs. There are

also reports that these issues are

preventing some building

contractors from taking on new

work.

In September 2021, the Purchasing

Managers Index (PMI) of industry

activity gave an insight into the

impact of materials and staff

shortages, revealing that

construction growth had fallen to

its slowest pace for eight months.  

Shifting Sands

As well as navigating these issues,

the construction sector continues

to adapt to significant change

driven by Dame Hackitt’s Building

a Safer Future report. 

Over the past year, important

initiatives have come to fruition

that will help to prevent the use of

inappropriate products and

combinations. These include the

Code for Construction Product

Information (CCPI) which has been

designed to ensure manufacturers

provide clear and accurate product

information, reducing the risk of

misleading marketing claims.

The LRWA played a key role in

developing part of the CCPI and

earlier this year, we also launched

our own tool - the Product Register,

to help contractors and specifiers

verify product performance and

make the right choice.

The Building Safety Bill is another

important development. The

legislation was introduced to

Parliament in July 2021 and will

strengthen the construction

products regulatory regime. 

Changes to building regulations

covering fire safety matters are also

driving change. In response, trade

associations representing the flat

roofing industry have launched

guidance for all those involved in

specifying and designing flat

roofing and waterproofing systems.

The document is the culmination of

two years’ work and follows

dialogue with the Department for

Levelling Up, Housing &

Communities (formerly the Ministry

of Housing, Communities and Local

Government). 

Liquid Roofing

2021: A Year of  More Challenge
and Change
Sarah Spink, CEO of the Liquid Roofing and Waterproofing

Sector (LRWA), reflects on another challenging year, the

key changes affecting the construction industry, and the

impact on flat roofing.  

Over the past year, important initiatives have
come to fruition that will help to prevent the 
use of inappropriate products and combinations.

Plugging the Gaps

A key theme driving all industry

change is a need to prove

competency. This was an issue

raised in the Hackitt Review,

which identified major gaps in

skills, knowledge, and experience

throughout the supply chain. To

address this, a major cultural shift

will be required across the

construction sector, including a

more rigorous approach to training.

In flat roofing, improving skills and

knowledge will not only be

essential for contractors, but all

those who work in the industry,

including people in marketing,

sales, distribution, manufacturing

and technical support.  

This was the driver behind the

launch of the LRWA’s new training

course earlier this year. The

Foundation in Liquid Applied Flat

Roofing is the first of its kind to

offer an independent introduction

to the sector for people working

both on and off site. Covering six

modules, it helps candidates

understand how to design and

4

install liquid-applied membranes,

flat roofing, and other types of

waterproofing such as balconies. 

Joining the Dots

A renewed focus on training is also

going to be crucial to help tackle

the skills shortage. Finding skilled

workers has always been an issue

and it is a challenge that is getting

harder. The workforce is aging fast,

Brexit has put barriers in place for

EU nationals, and the CSCS is

phasing out cards issued under

industry accreditation, also known

as grandfather rights. 

These are long-term challenges

which underline the urgent need to

create more avenues for learning

and upskilling. To do that, we must

break down the silo mentality that

exists across construction. There is

a huge opportunity for the industry

to work more collaboratively to

enhance the training on offer,

deliver more consistency, and

ultimately prove competency

throughout the supply chain. 

The majority of training in the flat

roofing sector, for example, is

carried out via manufacturers rather

than through colleges. We believe it

is time to evolve and formalise this

approach.

To that end, the LRWA is working

with a collective of trade

associations and roof training

groups to build on the success of

the Basic Competency Programme

(BCP). Designed to support a range

of disciplines, the programme was

the first to recognise the vital role

manufacturers’ training plays in

improving skills across the roofing

industry.

The next step is to bring

manufacturers’ training into the

Construction Industry Training

Board’s approved short course

system. This would realise many

benefits, including the potential for

a national training network and

funding, which could encourage

more operatives to take part and

increase their knowledge. 

Expanding Horizons

As the last 12 months have proven,

we continue to operate in a

challenging and ever-changing

environment. However, there are

still reasons to be positive. The

recommendations in the Hackitt

report will help to raise standards

even higher and the flat roofing

industry is responding proactively

with tools, guidance and training

that support all those who work in

it. 

Looking into next year, the LRWA

will be working closely with its

members to keep them informed of

the latest industry and technical

developments, ensuring businesses

are prepared for what lies ahead.

Undoubtedly there will be more

hurdles, but also opportunities for

collaboration and initiatives which

will help the liquid roofing and

waterproofing sector continue to

grow and thrive.   

The LRWA is working with a collective of trade
associations and roof training groups to build
on the success of the Basic Competency
Programme (BCP). Designed to support a
range of disciplines, the programme was the
first to recognise the vital role manufacturers’
training plays in improving skills across the
roofing industry.
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Advertising Feature

T he British Board of

Agrément (BBA) confirms

that less really is more,

awarding its seal of approval to

Ravatherm XPS X ULTRA 300 SL –

the market-leading ultra-thin, high

performance inverted roof insulation

from Ravago Building Solutions UK.

The BBA certificate is the

construction industry’s most

important mark of quality, safety,

and reliability, indicating a product

that meets the most stringent UK

and European standards.

Despite being Ravatherm’s thinnest

XPS insulation, ULTRA 300 SL

achieves a design lambda of

0.028W/mk across the full range of

thicknesses from 80-205mm. This

offers architects and specifiers

ultimate flexibility to design

creatively around a spectrum of

thermal and mechanical

requirements – making it ideal for

the construction of highly 

energy-efficient buildings, car park

decks, balconies, and terraces.

This industry-leading innovation

hasn’t gone unnoticed. “This

significant accreditation helps to

demonstrate that the Ravatherm

XPS X ULTRA 300 SL insulating

product is of the highest possible

quality and one of the most

innovative in the construction

industry,” said Chris Gimson,

Commercial Director at UK and

Ireland Ravago Building Solutions.

“This gives our customers

assurance in the quality and

reliability of our products.” 

The highly regarded BBA

construction industry certification

indicates a high-quality,

experienced and reliable company

and product after a series of

scrupulous independent third-party

checks. This is the third BBA

certification that Ravago Building

Solutions has been awarded.

BBA Certification Awarded to 
Market-Leading Ravatherm XPS X ULTRA
300 SL Insulation

This significant accreditation helps to
demonstrate that the Ravatherm XPS X ULTRA
300 SL insulating product is of the highest
possible quality and one of the most innovative
in the construction industry

|||
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Single Ply Roofing

M anaging a technical

helpline can be an

interesting

responsibility. While working for a

Single Ply Roofing Association

(SPRA) membrane manufacturer

member (who manufactures single

ply membranes only, for the roofing

market at least), I fielded all sorts of

calls – from people who asked if

there were tiles in stock in the

yard, to others who mistook the

manufacturer as one who supplied

fake tan or replacement tubes for

tanning beds. Such queries were

straightforward to answer, often

with a resounding ‘no.’ 

During my short time to date as

Technical Manager at SPRA, I have

handled a few calls from the

owners of properties with leaking

flat roofs with a variety of different

waterproof coverings. This, despite

them having been newly built or

refurbished recently at a significant

cost. The owners were unable to

contact the roofing contractor and

want to know what to do next. It

must be noted that these issues are

rare, relative to the number of flat

roofing projects that are installed

across the country, but they are

frustrating, nonetheless. 

Complaints Procedure

All SPRA members (membrane

manufacturers, associates, and

contractors) must demonstrate

competence and have a

documented complaints procedure

as a condition of their membership,

which minimises the risk of

material and workmanship defects

and makes resolution

uncomplicated. Furthermore,

membrane manufacturer members’

flat roofing systems must have

third-party certification; be supplied

to trained contractors only; and

guaranteed for a minimum of ten

years. 

The Cost of  Incompetence to
Property Owners

In my recent experience, however,

conversations with dissatisfied

property owners have had a

common thread: the defective flat

roofing systems installed on their

properties were either not

manufactured, supplied, or installed

by a SPRA member. This meant

that there was little that SPRA

could do to help, sadly leaving the

property owners out of pocket by

thousands of pounds, with nothing

more to show for it than a leaking

roof and the hassle of trying to

recover their costs. 

Typically, in the absence of

certified competence, there is no

option but to compete on price -

but as the expression goes: buy

cheap, buy twice. Scale the problem

to the size of a commercial project

and the costs could rise to five-,

six-, or even seven-figure sums,

depending upon the business

activities taking place underneath

the roof and the damage caused by

water ingress. 

In the case of a data centre or

manufacturing plant, for example,

the equipment and plant within the

building can be worth many times

more than the building itself. It

represents better value for money to

engage a trade association like

SPRA and draw on the expertise of

its members at the beginning of a

project. To wait until the end could

prove to be far more expensive in

the long term, should materials that

are not fit for purpose or

incompetent labour be used in the

first place. 

The good news is that trade

associations are open to new

members who are committed to

developing competence, not only

for the good of their respective

businesses, but for the good of the

flat roofing industry. Indeed, trade

associations like SPRA, the Liquid

Roofing and Waterproofing

Association (LRWA) and the

National Federation of Roofing

Contractors (NFRC) collaborate

with each other to publish

guidance to this end. 

SPRA offers specialist training for

all its members, such as On-Site

Assessment and Training (OSAT),

Single Ply Awareness Training,

Specialist Applied Skills

Programmes (SAP), SPRA Online

Training (SAT) and a Wind Load

Calculation Protocol course. 

As a Construction Industry

Training Board (CITB) approved

training organisation, it can provide

access to funding too. Likewise,

SPRA membrane manufacturer

members provide training specific

on their products and systems for

designers, estimators, specifiers

and operatives. 

All this serves to provide property

owners with the peace of mind that

their new flat roofing system has

been manufactured, supplied, and

installed by competent persons and

guaranteed for a minimum of ten

years. 

If you are interested in becoming a

member of the Single Ply Roofing

association (SPRa), visit

www.spra.co.uk or send an e-mail to

enquiries@spra.co.uk. For current

members who are interested in

specialist training, email to

training@spra.co.uk. 

|||

Here, Anthony Hogan, Technical Manager at the Single Ply Roofing Association discusses

how membership means companies avoid  competing solely on price and property

owners don’t end up paying the price of incompetence.
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A s a rule, an existing but

redundant chimney

structure should be

ventilated for obvious reasons,

which include:

1. Allowing for the passage of air

and room heat to pass through the

structure and so avoiding the

potential for moisture to penetrate

the fabric of a building. Moisture

ingress can often be identified by

dark staining to plaster, painted

and papered surfaces. Staining

caused by moisture ingress cannot

simply be resolved by removing

plaster/re-plastering; the affected

masonry behind will also have to

be removed and replaced. 

2. Ventilation is also needed to

avoid bitumen, tar and associated

fumes and gases from invading the

fabric of a building. These products

are potentially flammable and

explosive, as well as highly toxic

and carcinogenic to the occupants.

This is exacerbated when dealing

with a multi-occupancy building.

Pots and Cowls

To provide an effective water- or

moisture-resistant barrier to a

redundant chimney structure does

not necessitate either a chimney

pot or a mesh type cowl to be

installed. A manufactured ‘C’ Cap

can be fitted to an existing

chimney pot or overflaunching can

be completed with a side air brick

which will be sufficient to allow

ventilation. 

Mesh type cowls will allow varying

degrees of rainwater or moisture to

ingress, through the effect of

turbulence and wind shear - it is

therefore not the most prudent of

methods to employ. It is, however,

essential that a suitably sized air

vent is placed within a sealed up

Getting Chimney Work Right: 
Damp and Ventilation

The partial or whole removal of a chimney
structure may require Building Control
approval, in particular in cases where such
work is relied upon as a method of curing
damp or ingress issues.

Chimney Work

fireplace, or an open fireplace can

be merely left as it is.

If overflaunching is to be a

consideration (the sealing up of a

chimney structure at its termination

point), and the property in question

isn’t listed, then either a stainless

steel sheet can be fixed across the

top of the structure or a non-porous,

non-corrosive alternative can be

used that can be hard fixed to the

masonry. 

Overflaunching should be achieved

by using a strong mix of sharp

sand, OPC and a small quantity of

building sand for adhesion/suction

purposes; this should provide

suitable longevity and provide

essential room ventilation through

existing chimney structures. It is

not advised under any

circumstances, to use lead, which

cannot be hard fixed and will

contract and expand with changes

in temperature thus causing

instability to occur.

Building Control

It should be noted that the partial

or whole removal of a chimney

structure may require Building

Control approval, in particular in

cases where such work is relied

upon as a method of curing damp

or ingress issues. As a guide,

however, removal of a single

redundant masonry chimney at

ridge height or below will not

require Building Control approval. 

As a rule, the removal of a chimney

structure either in part or in full will

not immediately cease damp

ingress issues. A more technically

competent and pragmatic approach

will be necessary.

Multi-flued environments

(commonly occurring in detached,

semi-detached, terraced and/or

multi-occupancy buildings), where

one or more flue shafts may be

redundant within the footprint of

either type of property, need to be

approached with particular caution.

This is because the chimney

structures cannot be removed

and/or altered under any

circumstances as it would critically

jeopardise the safety of the flue in

use. 

Anyone considering the removal or

alteration of a chimney or flue as a

controlled service would be advised

to seek local authority approval.

‘Due diligence’ and a ‘duty of care’

must be employed and this should

be demonstrated in writing before

any such work is considered. 

For expert advice and guidance call the

NaCE technical Help Line on 01223

774477 or email technical@nace.org.uk.

As controlled services experts, the National Association of Chimney Engineers (NACE) is regularly asked for informal advice

on chimneys and flues. Most enquiries are to do with design, installation methods and procedures, and compliance. A

great number of enquiries from both consumers and service providers surround the prickly area of chimney alteration,

removal and ventilation. In this article, Howard Cane, CEO of NACE is turning the spotlight on ventilation.

|||
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Gutter Systems

R ainwater systems are

integral to protecting our

buildings and channelling

water from roof to ground. Therefore

gutters, outlets and downpipes

must demonstrate in-situ strength

and structural capability when

handling increasing volumes of

rainfall and wind loadings.

Coated gutters must be inspected

at least annually (more frequently if

in coastal/heavy industrial areas or

near trees) and MGMA

recommends that the gutter

inspection is carried out at the

same time as the roof inspection.

Details of the inspection, together

with any repair and maintenance

work undertaken must be recorded

in the product guarantee

documentation.

The inspection method will vary

depending on the type of system

the gutters are connected to. For a

gravity drainage system ensure that

all pipework is inspected in

accordance with BS EN 12056-

3:2000. For siphonic drainage

systems check that the system

(outlets, tailpipes, horizontal carrier

pipes, etc.) is inspected in

accordance with BS EN 8490:2007.  

Any build-up of debris, including

debris remaining after the roof

installation, for example drilling

swarf, loose fixings, and rivets,

should be cleared from the gutters

taking care not to scratch or

damage the protective surface. The

debris should be collected using

non-metallic tools, such as soft

bristled brushes/brooms and PVC

shovels.

Areas of dirt compaction and any

other vegetable matter, such as

soil, twigs, and weeds, should be

carefully removed, and

contaminated areas hosed down

and cleaned with fresh water. In the

case of both gravity and siphonic

outlets check that the outlets are

clear and re-protect the welds if

necessary. Lastly, check that the

fixings are sound and installed to

the recommended torque setting; if

damaged or in need of replacement,

contact MGMA for further advice.

Repairs

Where repairs are required, ensure

that the gutters are clean of debris.

In the damaged area, dry the

surface and remove any loose

coating particles of protective paint

by gently scraping. Remove any

zinc salts or rust on exposed

galvanised surface by abrasive

cleaning using a non-metallic

media. Brush off all contamination

and loose coating particles.

Abrade the galvanising and 50-

75mm of the protective coating

around the damaged area to

produce a sound, flake free surface.

Degrease thoroughly using solvent

wipe. Apply product by stiff bristled

brush to bring back protective

coating to the original 150μms

thickness overlapping the prepared

area by 50-75mm to ensure the

whole area of treatment is fully

covered and re-protected.

Abrasions and scratches

penetrating the galvanised

protection in areas not protected

should be thoroughly cleaned and

de-greased using an organic solvent

such as paint thinners and the

damaged area dried and coated

with paint overlapping the

damaged area 100mm all round. If

the white paint coating to the inner

gutter lining enamel is scratched or

damaged, clean using a non-

metallic media. Brush off all

contamination and loose coating

particles and repair by painting

with a good quality gloss paint.

For repairs to membrane gutters,

supplies of membrane patches can

be obtained from the gutter

manufacturer. Prior to use, wash the

damaged area with water and

washing up liquid, rinse off and dry

thoroughly before commencing any

repair work. Where the membrane is

badly scuffed, torn, ripped or

damaged exposing the galvanised

metal; heat weld a membrane patch

to an area covering plus 50mm all

around the damaged section (refer

to the manufacturer’s installation

instructions).

Safety on site is paramount and

MGMA recommends that all

inspections and any work

undertaken on buildings are only

carried out by competent persons

trained for such a purpose and that

adequate and appropriate safe

access is always provided. Safety

precautions must be taken for the

whole duration of inspections and

works. HSG 33 ‘Health & Safety in

Roofwork’, available from the HSE,

provides detailed advice on this

subject.

Further advice is available from any

MGMa member company whose details

can be found on the MGMa website at

www.mgma.co.uk.

Guidance document Gd 13 which

covers this topic is available to download

and as an online CPd at

www.mgma.co.uk.

Inspecting and Maintaining Gutter Systems
Industrial rainwater gutter systems are designed to give many years of reliable service but to achieve this, a regular

inspection and maintenance programme is essential; indeed, such a programme is often a mandatory requirement of

the system guarantees available for industrial gutters.  Neglected gutters may lead to premature degradation of the

system and as the Metal Gutter Manufacturers Association (MGMA) points out, prevention is always better than cure and

a regular maintenance programme is the most effective way of ensuring that serious problems do not arise.

Neglected gutters may lead to

premature degradation of the

system and poor maintenance

as highlighted in the attached

image will impact on the

drainage of the roof, leading to

water entering the building.

Gutters, outlets and
downpipes must
demonstrate in-situ
strength and
structural capability
when handling
increasing volumes of
rainfall and wind
loadings.

|||
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H aving left university in

2016 as a freshly qualified

English Literature

graduate, you will forgive me for

stating that construction, and

specifically roofing, did not feature

highly in my job search.

Like many people during the first

wave of the pandemic, I found

myself jobless. Business to business

companies were struggling, and

with the enforced closure of offices

spaces my then role as a sales

specialist was no more. Naturally,

most of my frenzied job

applications focused on the more

conventional English graduate

roles: copywriting, teacher training

and marketing. 

Yet, I seemed to be getting

nowhere. It was a case of jobs

applied for: 101. Responses: 2.

Becoming ever more discouraged

by the ‘must have three years’

experience’ constraints, I decided

to broaden the pool. 

Construction was not immediately

at the forefront my sector

investigations. A quick scroll

through graduate jobsites shows

that the industry is not listed at all

as a ‘typical employer’ for English

grads. If asked, I’d have probably

thought you require a specialised

degree in architecture, engineering,

or surveying to be successful in

construction. In that way I’d have

naively dismissed the UK’s largest

industry by revenue at the drop of a

(hard) hat. 

Not only that, when thinking about

construction as a whole I could not

divorce the profession from getting

your hands dirty, the smell of bacon

butties on a cold winter’s morning,

and, yes, the hairy-arsed roofer. 

Construction workers are often

portrayed in the media as being

Skills and Recruitment

Why Construction May Not (Must Not) be
the Preserve of the ‘Hairy-Arsed Roofer’
Construction, like many other industries is suffering a skill shortage. Why are we still struggling to attract

young, university-educated people into our sector? Is it a matter of image? Here, recent graduate Josh

Ford, Office Administrator at LRL Roofing Solutions Ltd shares his thoughts about joining the roofing sector.

If asked, I’d have probably thought you require
a specialised degree in architecture,
engineering, or surveying to be successful in
construction. In that way I’d have naively
dismissed the UK’s largest industry by revenue
at the drop of a (hard) hat. 

Being welcomed into
a company when I
had no industry
knowledge of roofing,
or indeed construction
as a whole, was quite
daunting.

tough, crass, and unapologetically

macho. The type of men who

delight in making women feel

uneasy as they pass by the building

site. That’s the stereotype of course,

but one that is constantly

perpetuated in popular culture.

Take, for example, the

MoneySuperMarket campaign -

funny because builders are

performing outlandish dance moves

that go against the so called tough-

man image. 

Perfecting a Wolf-Whistle

Such stereotypes formed my

mistaken perception of the whole

industry, and perhaps they also

form the basis of many more

university graduates’ thinking up

and down the country. So, when I

received a phone call from a

recruitment agency, asking if I

would like to be considered for a

position within a local roofing

company, my immediate thought

was how to perfect my wolf-

whistle! 

I then began to think how it might

not be such a bad idea after all;

especially as construction seemed

to hold a certain level of economic

immunity against COVID-19. Whilst

many other sectors were struggling

to stay afloat, the skyline of

Manchester seemed to keep

growing. With nothing to lose, I

gave it a shot. 

The position was for a new ‘Office

Administrator’, not the most

glamorous of titles, I’m sure you’ll

agree, but it was nonetheless

something I had solid experience

in, and as long as I wasn’t

spending eight hours a day cold

calling customers and trying to

upsell them something they didn’t

necessarily need, it would be a plus. 

Arriving at the office on my first

day, I was pleasantly surprised to

find that it wasn’t located in a

converted shipping container just

off the M60, but was a fairly

modern outfit with good facilities

and equipment. Swiftly, I was

issued with my own company

laptop, mobile phone, and branded

jacket, immediately being made to

feel an important member of the

team. 

This is in stark contrast to my

previous position as an ‘Outbound

Client Care Associate’ (essentially

jargon for upselling) for a large

American organisation, where I

was one of many people performing

the same duties within a bleak 50-

seater office space. It was the kind

of place many graduates are lured

into with the promise of office

incentives, break-room gimmicks,

and a fridge full of beer at the end

of the week. 

Evidently, there are big differences

in working for a global company

and a SME based in Eccles, but

only now could I see the benefits of

joining a much smaller and tighter

team within construction. Often the

people that work for and run such

companies have done so for a good

few generations and they

understand the business inside out.

As the managing director

explained, “Roofing isn’t something

you choose you just sort of just end

up here, it runs in the family more

often than not.’’

Tartan Liquid Roofing

Being welcomed into a company

when I had no industry knowledge

of roofing, or indeed construction as

a whole, was quite daunting, and I

was still anxious about being asked

to collect a ‘tin of tartan liquid

roofing membrane’ on my first site

visit. However, within my first

couple of months of working for the

business I was afforded many

opportunities to learn and grow. I

was quickly booked on a bid

writing course and given the

opportunity to define my own role -

something that far outweighs a free

bottle of Bud on a Friday afternoon. 

Any fears of being mocked for lack

of expertise soon subsided as I

began to understand that I wasn’t

brought in for my ability to felt a

roof, or even to explain the

intricacies of a liquid build up.

Instead, I could use my specific

skill set of writing, communication,

and creativity to bridge a gap that

the company had been lacking. 

On reflection, I held many

laughable misconceptions of what

the position would be, only six

months ago. A central part of my

role now involves submitting

tenders and helping the estimators

win projects through bid writing. I

have achieved a great sense of

autonomy and respect that I would

not have been able to find in the

abundance of entry-level graduate

jobs. 

For the first time in my career, I

have been able to properly utilise

my abilities learned during my

degree in a way that leaves me

feeling satisfied with the role I have

played in helping secure a lucrative

project.

The company itself, LRL Roofing

Solutions, is a £7m turnover,

commercial and industrial roofing

contractor that boasts plenty of

examples of people being given the

chance to work their way up the

career ladder. A big attraction to me

during the interview was the

company’s focus on providing a

values-led business for both

customer and employee alike. LRL

is passionate about continuous

improvement and serious about it. 

In 2012, now CEO Robert Lomax,

graduated from the Goldman Sachs

10,000 Small Businesses

programme. The programme is

delivered in conjunction with

Manchester Metropolitan University

Business School and is designed to

provide high-quality, practical

education and business support to

leaders of high-growth small

businesses across the UK. Another

great draw for me was this kind of

emphasise LRL place on expanding

and developing not only the

business, but their people as well. 

Education is an integral part of

improving the services that LRL

offer. From CEO down, every

member of staff undergoes regular

personal development sessions,

whether that be those on the tools,

or indeed me, sitting behind the

computer screen. Where before I

had been given limited training in

my previous roles, I am now able to

speak with management about

tailor-made development packages

that benefit both myself and the

business. 

An oddly refreshing comment Rob

made during my induction was that

he doesn’t expect that I will be

here in 10 years’ time. An unusual

thing to say to someone who is just

starting out but goes someway to

show the honesty and sincerity of

my new employer, and ultimately

how he respects the two-way

relationship being forged,

shattering the myth that roofers are

untrustworthy! Where other

companies seem to demand that

you sign away your working life to

them, it was this kind of openness

that I hadn’t been expecting to find

in roofing. 

LRL is keen to attract and employ

driven and innovative people who

will work hard for the company, but

in return they have already offered

me plenty of exciting opportunities

during my short but hopefully

continuing tenure. There are plenty

of roles in construction that require

somebody who is good with words,

and the company has already

helped me to define a clear career

path in the industry with the

prospect to earn good money as a

bid writer in the long run. 

Looking back, was it then a matter

of image that put me off

considering this industry?

Originally it was, but once you are

welcomed into the roofing family

you quickly come to realise that the

people you work with are honest

and hard-working, that you don’t

necessarily have to know a thing

about the different build-ups (you

will learn) and that you can actually

help grow the business in different

and unique ways - and you begin

to feel at home. 

Witnessing something coming to

fruition from the ground upwards,

being built, staying there for

decades and then being able to

return and say, ‘Yes, I was a part of

that’, is something you don’t get in

other industries. Our commercial

manager summed up the industry

best during my second site visit:

“There’s a pride of work in

construction’’, which left me

thinking - the work achieved

together, from estimating, planning,

and finally constructing, creates a

tangible and visual mark on the

landscape of our great northern

cities, and I for one am happy to be

a part of this. |||
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Master Roofers

Master Roofers Offers New Resource 
for UK Roofing

M aster Roofers, the UK trade

organisation for roofers, has a brand

new offering to the industry with a

new website and an impressive project

repertoire. 

The new website www.masterroofers.co.uk offers

an array of useful day to day functional resources

for roofing contractors, alongside information on

exciting new industry projects, technical data

and help, including work based documents, for

roofers to access.

Alongside the dedicated resources for roofers

and contractors, the new website includes

exclusive spaces for manufacturers to include

information, profiles and blog entries.

The website is designed to be a daily resource

and is set to be a go-to hub for roofing industry

users.

Managing Director of Master Roofers UK

(MRUK), Stewart Rowles said: "Master Roofers

has now begun implementing fresh, new ideas

and approaches to roofing in the UK, and the

new website is a vehicle to showcase what we

are offering to the UK sector."

Master Roofers Technical Hub

The Technical Hub will provide in-depth

technical data and guidance for manufacturers’

products, installation information and also

generic technical drawings for roof installations

to help aid workers on the tools.

With a powerful search function, roofers will be

able to access information on a specific tile or

batten gauge in just a few clicks.

MRUK Blogs

MRUK BLOGS will be a sounding board for

manufacturers who can give updates on product

lines, ask for feedback from users and also

showcase their newest developments.

Also featured will be a manufacturer profile

section which will include all relevant contact

details including technical departments,

technical contacts, customer service etc.

Master Roofers Forum

The Master Roofers Forum builds on the success

of the organisation’s lively social media chat

groups for roofers across the UK.

Stewart Rowles explains the thinking behind the

new discussion site: “Creating an internet forum

has always been something we were keen to

implement. The flexibility of an online forum is

just what roofers need, as they can create

threads to highlight specific roofing projects and

forum members will be able to interact with the

post, and give additional support and advice to

members where required.”

The Forum will also include a manufacturers’

section where company staff are invited to

admin their own, dedicated sections of the

facility and answer questions directly when they

are approached by roofers needing support.

New National Roofing Competition

The new Master Roofers UK website will

include detailed information about UK Roof

Craft, an exciting new national roofing

competition aimed at roofers of all ages and

backgrounds, and which will open for

registration in January next year. The

competition will cover four categories:

Leadwork, Hard Metals, Slating and Tiling. 

The competition will be for entrants in two age

categories. The Open category is aimed at 18 -

25 year olds and the masters category caters for

26-years-old and above offering a new

opportunity for roofers to showcase their skills. 

Heat rounds will take place in Hertfordshire and

Greater Manchester at the two NCTS/Master

Roofers Training facilities and will begin in

March 2022. Ending with a final at the

NCTS/Master Roofers Hoddesdon facility in

October of 2022 where manufacturers and service

providers are invited to erect display stalls and

network during the week long final event.

New Industry Awards Event

The Master Roofers Awards introduces an

exciting new event to the roofing calendar with

a glittering awards event taking place in

September 2022. The awards will combine open

categories for general project submission,

manufacturer categories and will include the

Association of Master Roofers' Masters Award

which will recognise achievement and skills

displayed by AMR members. The location of the

awards is yet to be confirmed but updates and

developments will be highlighted on the new

Master Roofers website.

UK Roofing Census

Another exciting project which will launch in

April next year is the UK Roofing Census. The

annual census will ask a large number of roofing

industry workers and company owners a myriad

of questions about their roofing lives. The results

of the Census will be shared with manufacturers

and support sponsors who partner with MRUK

on projects. This will provide valuable

information and help build a picture of the UK

roofing sector, establishing feedback from

labourers, apprentices, seasoned roofers and

company owners. Numerous prizes will be

offered for those completing the Census and a

winner will be picked at random.

Master Roofers would like to invite industry

manufacturers to support and sponsor the

website and upcoming initiatives. 

For more information, please contact MRUK's Head of

Sponsorship, Steve Reynolds at

steve.reynolds@masterroofers.co.uk.

N ew to the market: A just-

launched range of high-

quality accessories is

designed to perfectly complement

Cedral slates, with fittings and

general fixings for pitched roofs,

ventilations, verges, ridges and

hips.

Put your trust in the experts:
why you should choose Cedral
slates

High performance strength and

safety: With a high density of

cement fibres and fixings per

Cedral: When you Need Quality Slates 
for the Job

square meter, these slates are

designed to perform in the toughest

weather conditions. Robust and

durable, they have an excellent fire

classification of A2-s1, d0.

Easy installation: Fibre cement is a

strong, versatile and sustainable

material which is lightweight and

easy to work with. Ideal for both

new builds and renovations, Cedral

slates can be placed on lighter

trusses or frames without any

additional reinforcement.

Stylish kerb appeal: Slates come in

a range of attractive colours and

finishes, making them

exceptionally architecturally

versatile. Browse our project gallery

at Cedral.world to see how

customers have used our products.

Support and services: Cedral’s

technical advisory team is staffed

with specialist experts to answer

all of your roofing queries. Visit the

website at Cedral.world to

download our technical documents,

order a free sample and find a

stockist. Email your questions to

techuk@etexgroup.com or phone

+44 (0) 1283 501 505

Why Cedral is the leading
choice for roofs – and walls!

Not only are Cedral slates an ideal

low-maintenance roofing material,

they are also versatile enough also

be used on facades. Providing a

second protective skin and a

seamless stylish finish between

walls and roofs, it’s a fast, efficient

way to give a tired building a

modern makeover. 

Contact us

Visit our website at Cedral.world,

email us at techuk@etexgroup.com

or phone: +44 1283 501505

Cedral is the UK’s most experienced company when it comes to fibre cement slates and

has been putting roofs over the nation’s heads for decades. Engineered for strength,

sustainability and style, Cedral slates have a proven life expectancy of over 60 years.

Cedral Slates
Benefits at a Glance 

One of the strongest fibre
cement slates on the
market

Low pitch options down to
20°

Only 40 fixings per m2

Perfect for volatile weather
conditions

Low maintenance

Low carbon footprint of 16
CO2e/m2

A+ Green Guide Rating

Fire performance
classification A2-s1, d0 to
EN 13501-1:2018
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Flashings

T here are various forms of

weathering details used at

side abutments, ie where

the roof slating or tiling meets a

wall, and it is important to choose

the correct one, depending on the

type of slates or tiles.  In this

article, I show the common types of

detail and describe the appropriate

circumstances for each one.

Cover flashings

A cover flashing is installed over

the tiles and extends up the wall by

at least 75mm.  The flashing can

either turn 25mm into a cut or

brickwork joints in the wall or be

covered by an additional a separate

step flashing that overlaps the

upstand of the cover flashing by at

least 65mm and turns into the wall

by 25mm.

The cover flashing must extend

over the tiles by at least 150mm.  It

must also extend over a complete

tile roll or upstand; therefore, if

necessary, the flashing may need to

be wider to achieve this.

Cover flashings are generally only

suitable for use on their own, ie

without soakers or side gutters,

when used with profiled tiles.  The

roll or upstand in the tile profile

prevents water from running

sideways between the tile and

flashing and leaking into the

building.  This means that cover

flashings are not suitable for use

with flat tiles or slates because

there is no tile roll or upstand to

prevent water passing between the

tiles and flashing.

Secret gutters

A secret gutter is commonly used

with flat single lapped tiles to

weather the side abutment junction.

It is installed under the tiles close

to the wall to capture and drain

away water that runs sideways off

the tiles.

The gutter lining extends up the

wall by at least 75mm above the

top surface of the tiles and is

covered by a step flashing.

The tiling is finished close to the

wall, ie with a gap of no more than

15mm wide, to prevent access to

birds and rodents.  If there is

potentially high water flow or a risk

that debris such as leaves and pine

needles etc could enter and block

the secret gutter, then a cover

flashing can be installed in addition

to the secret gutter.

Soakers

Traditional soakers are used with

double lapped products such as

plain tiles and slates.  They are not

suitable for use with single lapped

tiles because they would not be

supported under the tiles.  

A soaker is placed between each

tile headlap and is fully supported

on the tile below.  The length of a

soaker is equal to the tile gauge +

headlap +a short turn over the top

of the tile; typically 100 + 65 +25 =

190mm.  Each soaker extends

100mm over the tile and 75mm up

the wall.  The soaker upstands are

covered using a step flashing as

described earlier.

Variations to common side

abutment details

The traditional material for step and

cover flashings, secret gutter and

soakers is lead, usually Code 4 or

Code 5 for exposed flashings and

Code 3 for soakers.  However, there

are several lead replacement

systems on the market suitable for

these purposes.  Similarly, pre-

formed secret gutters (sometimes

referred to as continuous soakers)

and individual soakers for use with

single lapped flat tiles are available

in materials such glass reinforced

plastic (GRP) – see photo.

An alternative to the simple cover

flashing, commonly used in

Scotland, is to have an open side

gutter at the abutment.  This can

be used with both profiled and flat

tiles.  The advantage is that the

flashing does not then have to

extend over the tiling and so is less

visibly obtrusive.

In summary

l Cover flashings used in

isolation are only suitable for

use with profiled tiles because

it is the shape of the tiles that

prevents water leaking between

the tiles and flashing.

l A secret gutter, or continuous

soaker, is the better option for

use with single lapped flat tiles

as it captures water that runs

off the sides of the tiles at the

abutment.  A cover flashing can

be used in addition to the

secret gutter for added

protection against excess water

flow and build-up of debris.

l Traditional metal soakers are

used with double lapped plain

tiles and slates.  They are not

suitable for use with single

lapped flat tiles.

Getting Side Abutment Flashings Right

|||

12

John Mercer, Roofing Consultant and expert witness, discusses designing effective side abutment

flashings for a variety of pitched roofs designs. 

Side abutment cover flashing

Side abutment secret gutter or

continuous soaker

Side abutment soakers
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Project: Camberley Leisure Centre 

Contractor: Progressive Systems Limited

Manufacturer: Various products used

the client wanted a state-of-the-art, modern

looking building with a mix of innovative

materials as this leisure centre is the

company’s flagship building. the roofing

element was a flat single ply roof but the

specification needed to change to facilitate

the different internal conditions, from a

UK Roofing Awards - 2021 Roof of  the Year
Multi-discipline project > £250k: Sponsored by Chandlers Roofing Supplies

swimming pool to a sports hall to recreational

areas, including the requirements for enhanced

acoustics. the walls had to transition from

Euroclad Vieo standing seam to Corium brick

slips to composite panels through to tECU gold

standing seam and vertical timber features, which

required a rigorous design process to ensure

every intersection detail was robust. In addition,

the curved drum with standing seam installed at

a 300 angle was a world first for the tECU Gold

system.

2021 UK Roofing Awards

T he 2021 UK Roofing Awards took place as a live event on 5

November at The Intercontinental London-The O2. 

As the first live Roofing Awards since 2019 - after the 2020 Awards event

was unable to go ahead due to Covid-19 restrictions - this year’s awards

attracted more than 1,100 members of the roofing industry who came

together to celebrate excellent standards of safety and workmanship on a

selection of stunning and technically outstanding UK roofing projects.

Bituminous Hot applied Liquid Waterproofing: Sponsored by axter

Project: Vega Controls, Ashdown Business Park

Contractor: ICS Ltd

Manufacturer: Danosa

this project was the construction of a new

headquarters building for a global manufacturer.

the roof’s green credentials were achieved

using a sedum green roof, not only to

encourage local wildlife and insects but

to naturally slow the flow rate of

rainwater from roof level to ground level.

a self-ballasted PV solar system was

also installed to provide additional

electricity. the operatives working on the

project all held approved installer cards

for the hot melt system, obtained by

attending and passing the manufacturers 

in-house training school. Regular Quality

assurance (Qa) site inspections were

carried out by the manufacturer's field

technicians, who provided additional

onsite advice and guidance to the install

team for the trickier details.

However, the winners of the 2020 UK Roofing Awards were not forgotten.

They were showcased at the 2021 event through a special celebratory film

featuring the winning projects and the challenges they presented for the

contractors delivering them, produced by the broadcast television producer

Dave Packham.

The 2021 UK Roofing Awards were hosted by former Grand Prix driver and

Top Gear presenter, Tiff Needell. Sponsored by headline sponsor Radmat,

the awards lunch included an appeal from NFRC President Kevin M Taylor

on behalf of the Epilepsy Society’s Amelia’s Fund.

Also featured was the

winner of the

prestigious Industry

Choice award, voted for

by the UK roofing

industry. This year, the

accolade went to LRL

Roofing for

Wythenshawe Forum

(pictured left and right). Cold applied Liquid Waterproofing: Sponsored by tN International
Project: San Remo Towers, Block E

Contractor: Roofsmiths LLP

Manufacturer: WestWood Waterproofing

San Remo towers is a Grade II listed development in a conservation

area. the flat roof sits behind high parapets edged with pantiles, and

with pantiled roofs over staircase towers. a licensed asbestos

Contractor was required after an earlier survey confirmed asbestos was

present in parts of the original roof which was to be stripped. the

biggest constraint was the parapet wall height which met Building

Regulations whilst leaving 90 mm spare for insulation and the thermal

upgrade. the project was installed by highly-experienced contractors,

with a track record of installing tile effect liquid systems. the intricate

grout lines were all installed by hand using 6 mm tape by one operative,

an ex-signwriter with a

natural eye for detail and

precision. this included the

diagonal design which had to

maintain a straight view

whilst going over raised deck

areas then continuing beyond

a soldier course to the entire

180 linear metre perimeter.

Fully-Supported Metal: Sponsored by Metal
Solutions

Project: Cliff Tops 

Contractor: Roles Broderick Roofing Ltd

Manufacturer: Various products used

a bespoke luxury hotel situated along the cliff line in Portland. the hotel

was designed to have a minimal impact on the landscape, with single

storey buildings built with local stone and natural materials, all to weather

and blend with the immediate surroundings. the cladding works consisted

of mill finish aurubis copper including

the fascia, soffit, and capping elements

where a combination of 0.7 mm and 1

mm thick was used. Being only single-

story, the roof was at eye level, so the

utmost care was required in the

installation, and all the works were

completed using traditional techniques

and tools.
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Green Roofing: Sponsored by GRo

Project: Leeds Skelton Lake Motorway Services

Contractor: Cawston Specialist Roofing Ltd

Manufacturer: ABG

the Leeds Skelton Lake Motorway Services delivers a ‘new concept’ building design

at Junction 45 on the M1. the services are adjacent to Skelton Lake, a 40,000m2 area

of ecologically diverse country park. designed as part of the development’s

‘landscape mitigation and green space strategy’, the living roof and timber eaves

closely echo the nearby woodland and lakeside habitat, blending seamlessly with the

country park backdrop. to minimise the visual impact of the development on the

natural landscape and local wildlife, the main amenity building features an oversailing,

undulating green roof. the roof is

configured in a ‘ribbon’ pattern

over 11 separate sections and the

green roof also has an important

function in the site’s overall

sustainable drainage strategy, by

absorbing rainwater and

minimising surface water runoff.

Project: St Antony’s College

Contractor: SPV Group

Manufacturer: IKO Permaphalt

arguably one of the finer examples of 20th century architecture,

St antony’s College has an impressive, coffered ceiling that

reflects through and onto the external roof. the resulting pattern

posed a technical issue and meant that the solution needed to be

capable of following the network of raised square platforms which

each housed a single rooflight. Mastic asphalt was the material

chosen to replace the existing failing system as asphalt can be

easily detailed around difficult features and protrusions offering a

robust system that is impermeable to standing water. the main

challenge of the project was that all 88 rooflights had to be

individually built up from

scratch. the contractor

had an apprentice who

worked on this project

throughout, gaining

valuable experience of a

large scale, challenging

mastic asphalt project.

Heritage Roofing: Sponsored by Skyline Roofing Centres

Mastic asphalt: Sponsored by WJ Horrod

Project: Little Sodbury Manor

Contractor: Ellis & Co (Restoration and Building)

Manufacturer: Various products used 

Little Sodbury Manor is a Grade I listed stone-built Cotswold

manor house dating back to the 15th century in South

Gloucestershire. only the main hall has survived from the

original building.  the roof coverings consisted of lead, stone

and clay tiles. on the main roof slopes, both Cotswold and

sandstone-derived tiles had been laid together which can be

problematic as these two

different products have

different lifespans. all stone

tiles were stripped from the

roof to be sorted into types

and assessed to see if they

could be reused. this

process took seven people

over two months to

complete. tiling, leadwork

and stonemason apprentices

all worked on this project.
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Rainscreen: Sponsored by Siderise

Project: Bournemouth University Gateway Building

Contractor: TA Colbourne Projects Limited

Manufacturer: Various products used

this building is the new home for the Faculty of Health and Social

Sciences at Bournemouth University and stands at 33 m high at its

highest point, incorporating nine storeys, with a tiered flat roof and

splayed footprint design in the shape of a circle quadrant. the

rainscreen on this project consists of optima IPC Interlocking

pressed 2 mm thick aluminium planks anodised in Regency Gold

1, Natural anodised Silver 100a and anolok 541 Bronze, in both a

solid and perforated panel. the contractor also took responsibility

for the Metsec

framework installed

between concrete

floors to ensure that

it was lined and

levelled to the

correct tolerance for

the rainscreen

system.

Reinforced Bitumen Membranes: Sponsored by Sika 

Project: Church of the English Martyrs

Contractor: Premier Roofing & Construction

Manufacturer: Langley Waterproofing Systems

this project involved the refurbishment of 11m tall copper Veral roof which was

delaminating and allowing water into the 1970s church. the church features an

unusual circular timber portal frame turret roof, creating a structure that varies in

pitch as it rises. the roof also included several windows at high level. the most

cost-effective solution was deemed to be to replace the existing copper faced

RBM with like-for-like. this would guarantee continuity of roofing build-up and offer

a good saving to the diocese who had

considered changing to a full copper

specification. Scaffolding and crawl

boards were utilised to protect the new

membrane as it was completed. the new

waterproofing also had to be detailed

around 24 new window units around the

base of the top turret.

Roof Slating: Sponsored by Cupa Pizarras

Project: Leeds Town Hall

Contractor: Harwood Roofing Contractors Limited

Manufacturer: Various products used 

this project used reclaimed random Welsh slates and new

Penrhyn Welsh slates and consisted of ten pitched roofs and

a large half dome feature. all materials were taken up through

a lift five stories high and walked around the perimeter gutters,

which was incredibly labour intensive. the biggest challenge

here was using random width slates, laid in diminishing

courses on a dome feature. the slates were laid over tLX

gold, a modern

breather membrane

and quilt insulation to

increase the buildings

U-value without

increasing the depth or

build-up of the roof

covering.
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Roof tiling: Sponsored by Marley

Name of Project: Manor Farmhouse

Contractor: Clarke Roofing Southern Ltd

Manufacturer: Various products used 

Manor Farm is a Grade II listed farmhouse in East Sussex. the

roof comprises tudor handmade peg tiles with bonnet hips and

purpose-made valley tiles which require careful setting out as the

coursing had to continue around all roof slopes. there is a

central lead gutter, several chimneys, and a lead clad dormer but

the standout detail is the vertical tiled area and mansard tiling

which combine

into a hip detail.

this project

presented the

opportunity to

allow for some of

their improvers to

work alongside a

heritage skilled

tiler. 

Sheeting and Cladding: Sponsored by
EJot

Project: BenRiach Distillery 

Contractor: Ronald G Graham Roofing and Building Limited

Manufacturer: Various product used 

BenRiach distillery is a bonded warehouse based in close

proximity to Edinburgh airport. this project involved the removal of

Chrysotile asbestos cement sheets from a live bottling plant

ensuring no disruption to production. the roof was in an extremely

poor condition as the Chrysotile sheets were fragile and at risk of

blowing off from wind. to facilitate safe removal a purpose-built

containment tent was erected at roof level. once the sheets had

been removed a new non-combustible twin skin cladding system

was installed including new membrane-lined valley gutters and a

new trim line external gutter system.

Single Ply Roofing: Sponsored
by Recticel Insulation

Project: St Johns Hill

Contractor: DF Roofing Ltd

Manufacturer: Soprema UK

this refurbishment project involved the alteration of

existing offices to 35 one-and two-bed apartments.

the roofing contractor was appointed to remove the

old lead roof which was replaced with a brand new

warm constructed single ply system with a standing

seam profile finish. the installation was very

involved—incorporating the mansard, dormer

windows, front vertical panelling, and box gutters

into the design. the contractor encapsulated the

parapet copings with the membrane as a new

capping to the outside edge.

Small Scale Project < £25k:
Sponsored by FaKRo
Project: Village Hall Turret

Contractor: Emerton Roofing (Western) Ltd

Manufacturer: Various Products Used

this interesting project involved the renewal of

eight oak timber posts on a village hall ventilation

turret failing from previous repairs. during the

inspection it was quickly realised that it wasn’t

just a quick fix, the project would require a

multitude of skills, including specialist mitred

vertical slating, bespoke joinery and the skills of

an expert lead worker. once the job had been

stripped back to a stage that the oak could be

accessed, the contractor discovered that they

needed to source 8 x 8-inch oak timbers so that

the posts could return to their former glory. the

lead used was a variety of codes, ranging from

code 3 for the fishtail soakers, code 4 for the

soakers, code 5 for the aprons and code 6 for the

lead inside the turret. the Welsh green slates

were saved and reused. old photos showed that

the turret originally had louvres between each

oak post; the contractor reinstated these louvres

to give protection against driving rain and the

extra ventilation to the turret.

This is what Monique Jones from J Randall had to say:

"Shane joined J Randall two years ago after having

difficulty finding employment or training locally.

As a keen rugby player, Shane had heard of the J

Randall Roofing Youth Generation Programme and

asked to speak with Joby, the Managing Director—a

hands-on and busy director who still has time for people

who want to learn. Within weeks, Shane was being

trained in Health & Safety and prepared for site.

"Working in the roofing industry can involve a lot of

early mornings and challenging journeys. We have

watched Shane transform himself in the last two years

with many exhausting days in all weathers, having to

take himself out of his comfort zone to travel by train to

Young Roofer of  the Year: Sponsored by BMI
Name: Shane Roberts

Employer: J Randall Roofing Contractors Limited

Birmingham for college. He truly has

gone from strength to strength, Shane

was a very shy and quiet character in

the beginning of his employment. How

proud we are of him now that he is a

strong team player, encouraging yet

another apprentice that we have in

training.

"Shane has had difficult times in the

last 12 months during the pandemic

with colleges being closed and no

support, so he got his manager to build

rigs inhouse so he could continue his

training as well as completing units for

his NVQ - pure dedication. He had only

two units to complete and

unfortunately, Birmingham College had

to close so they are now scheduling

the final units in Scotland! Has this

stopped Shane's determination to

complete his training? Oh no! 

“Shane you were once lost and you

have truly come into your own, a

confident, charming man willing to

support and encourage anyone that

works with you. Your passion for

roofing is unique, and we look forward

to watching you develop.”

NFRC Individual Health and
Safety Award
Name: Ian Pickard

Employer: Clarke Roofing Southern Ltd

Ian has worked with for Clarke Roofing for many years

and as the company has grown, Ian has more than

stepped up to meet the ever-increasing management of

health and safety demands that has been put upon all

SME companies. 

Along the way Ian continued in his own professional

development which has enabled him to use that

knowledge to improve many aspects within Clarke

Roofing. He has been responsible not only for health and

safety policies and procedures of the company, but also

sourcing environmental and health and safety training for

managers and operatives. Standing above all of this has

been Ian’s understanding of people and the stresses

involved both at home and the workplace.

Never has this been needed more than the last 18

months, dealing with the ever-increasing concerns

during the Covid pandemic. As well as implementing

safe working procedures to prevent the spread of Covid-

19, Ian has personally interviewed all operatives on a

totally confidential basis, checking on their wellbeing

and mental health for which we are very grateful. 

This doesn’t stop at the workplace. Ian has played a

large part in setting up two initiatives locally; Mankind,

which is online Zoom meeting every Wednesday evening

with fellow trustees, to help men

suffering from stress, mental health or

are just worried and need to chat to

like-minded people, which regularly

attracts 20 plus men a week.

The second is SWAG (Sussex Wellness

Action Group) set up with Ian and

another director to break down the

stigma of mental health and help pool

the Mental Health First Aiders from

four large contractors on the South

Coast, deliver posters, get local

authorities on board and generally

create a better awareness of mental

health. There are now well over 45

companies, local authorities and many

individuals backing this initiative, a

massive credit to him and all

concerned.
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Company Profile

A lthough they didn’t know

each other at the time, both

Dave and Mike started their

careers with Asphaltic Roofing

Supplies before it became SIG. After

working with various other

manufacturers, the pair eventually

met and decided to set up a

company “just buying and selling

stuff”. They each put in £500 and

bought a company car with a credit

card. 

Dave takes up the story: “We went

round to existing contacts and

called on sites and said what are

you putting on your roof? We

offered to source materials for them,

to save them the hassle. And that’s

how it started off! 

“Eventually we needed our own

identity and product to make it

work. We managed to get a product

that we were importing directly

ourselves and it built from there. 

“Now we’re importing from five

different factories around the world,

going from our first year of sales in

2004 of £65k to multi-millions this year.”

Lifestiles customers are mainly

roofing merchants, builders’

merchants, and roofing contractors.

About half of the company’s orders

are directly from contractors but

these sales are normally put back

through merchants. The majority of

sales are for handmade clay tiles for

small developments or big one-off,

prestigious houses – customers

who have a keen interest in what’s

going on their roof and achieving a

certain vision.

The Life and Times of Lifestiles Partners

Developing excellent relationships

with roofing contractors is an

important part of the Lifestiles

business. The company’s sales

team have found it’s key to present

to all the project’s decision makers:

architects, end users, the client, the

roofing merchants or builders’

merchants.

Dave explains that the USP for

customers dealing with Lifestiles is

the accessibility of the team.

“We’re very flexible and linked up,

with only 10 employees and three

of them selling out on the road –

there’s no corporate machine

behind us, so if anyone wants to

pick up the phone to speak to me,

they can. 

“Mike and I have done every role in

the business, and I believe that’s

important to customers. Sometimes

we still go out on the road, and

customers come here to our yard to

discuss their tiles with us. 

“Another big advantage we have at

the moment, with the shortages, is

that we’re not reliant on one

supplier for production. We’ve got

other options. We’ve got supplier

facilities in Sri Lanka as well

Turkey, Poland, France, and slate

from Spain - it just spreads that risk

of supply.”

Brexit and the Pandemic

Spreading the risk and planning for

any possible disruptions of supply

was something Dave and Mike had

originally anticipated for Brexit.

Now, the lack of availability of

shipping freight containers has

meant those preparations have

come into their own. They have

helped the company get through

the post-pandemic situation and

Lifestiles has never experienced

greater demand for materials, with

sales up by 15% this year. 

That’s not to say it’s been plain

sailing for the company; getting

through the lockdowns has been a

challenge for Lifestiles as much as

any other business. But while other

companies were forced to stop

trading, customer demand and

turnover actually increased for

Lifestiles. Dave explains:

“We furloughed most of our people,

but I’m fortunate that my daughter

worked in the yard previously so

she had a forklift license. She

returned from university to work

from home and volunteered to help

me keep the yard open. My wife

manned the phones, I was doing

my normal job, Mike had to stay in

his home. 

“Not only did we support our

existing customers, who were

desperate for product, but we

picked up new business from

people who couldn’t get materials

from other companies. We were able

to stay open as we didn’t have to

worry about social distancing

because we were all living in the

same house!”

Dave Osborn and Mike Chillery – partners and owners of Lifestiles, the roofing distributor and supplier of clay, slate and

stone roof tiles - are well established in the roofing sector. Here, Dave tells Roofing Today about how he and Mike built

Lifestiles into the successful company it is today, overcoming challenges along the way and planning for the future.

Now we’re importing from five factories around
the world, going from our first year of sales in
2004 of £65,000 to multi-millions this year.

“To get that first month of April

under our belt and make a profit

was such a relief, we were over the

moon. Takings from that point on

just increased until everyone was

allowed back, and then we had an

extremely busy summer. 

“It wasn’t sustainable, working

weekends, and no holidays, but it

was good fun. It reminded me of

when we first started and we were

doing everything ourselves. Phone

under my arm, mobile on my ear,

unloading a lorry at the same time,

while worrying about the next

order. 

Coming into this year the business

has sustained that momentum.

“It’s just continued and continued,

it’s been crazy,” says Dave. 

“It’s been great, but I do feel that

there will be a point when supply

and demand sort each other out.

Prices will rise to a point where it’s

all going to be checked and

everyone will come back down to a

normal level. That’ll still be good for

Lifestiles, we can cope with that as

we’re lean and flexible.  

Unexpected Problems

“One thing we’ve learnt in our 15

years in business is that problems

can come from somewhere you

don’t expect. For example, we had

a good relationship we’d built up

importing clay tiles from Sahtas.

Over time, we went from nothing,

to bringing in 9 million tiles by

2009.

“Then, overnight, they decided to

set up in the UK. We had no idea. I

got an email saying thanks very

much for your business but we’ve

now set up in the UK and won’t be

requiring your services anymore.

And that was 70% of our business!

“It was something we weren’t

expecting, but Mike and I decided

we’d make it work. Big lesson

learnt though: you can’t have all

your eggs in one basket, with your

suppliers or customers. 

Testing the firm’s ability to bounce

back further after that sudden

interruption in supply, another

challenge was in store for the

partners when they were presented

with a huge VAT bill.

“That was a massive lesson to us -

it’s not just about selling stuff, it’s

about cash flow too. Surviving that

was all down to the fact that the

HMRC lady I spoke to was nice

and let us pay the bill off over the

year! And then the next thing that

hurt us was the pandemic. 

“Most of these things you can’t do

anything about. But I don’t tend to

look at them as problems, it’s just a

challenge and if you get through

this one you know you’ll be coming

out stronger the other side. 

Roofing Holy Grail

Surmounting these challenges, the

business is now stronger than ever

and Dave and Mike are looking

firmly forwards. That includes

manufacturing a new product that’s

been in development for several

years, representing, as Dave

explains, something of a holy grail

for roofing.

“Catering for large prestigious

houses and historic and restoration

projects, one of the products often

requested is an authentic

reproduction of a reclaimed tile -

one that combines all the

advantages of a modern tile with a

historic look.

“Lots of people have tried, but you

can never get it quite right as

nothing weathers the roof quite like

the weather!

“We worked with one of the

factories to blend individual colours

to find the right combination that

matches a reclaimed tile, and that’s

difficult. On the surface we’ve

added some pigments to reproduce

natural shade variation and

introduced textural variations.”

“After 14 years, we’ve finally got a

product we’re happy with. The

Reclamation Mix combines the

obvious advantages of a new tile

with all the look of a lovely

weathered clay tile. It has the 

back-up of a guarantee and all the

fittings are new as well. 

Launching earlier this year, the

new Reclamation Mix has proved a

great success already, featuring on

church extension roofs to create

sympathetic additions to the listed

buildings.

Having achieved that long standing

ambition, Mike and Dave are now

formulating plans for the future. In

the shorter term they are recruiting

to meet the current robust demand

and that should help create the

space, in what is a very lean

operated business, for the partners

to take stock and assess upcoming

challenges and opportunities.

“I’ll be trying to take a bit more

control and one of the things I want

to work on particularly is

sustainability”, says Dave. 

“There are some major pluses - the

product itself lasts 80-100 years, so

clearly it’s not a throw away item.

Transport is a big element,

although ultimately that will

become electric. Shipping

containers and freight are pretty

efficient as you can get so much

product on one ship, but I’ll be

looking particularly at packaging,

getting rid of all the plastic. 

“While some of the factories use

very old kilns, in a way I see that

as a good thing, in that they are

repaired and not using more

resources to replace them.  And

although we don’t manufacture

here, the fact is, the UK can only

provide about 25% of what’s

needed by the industry with its

limited slate quarries and clay

deposits. Ultimately there is not

enough production in the UK to

cope with demand. 

“It’s a global market, UK

manufacturers have to accept that.

It’s difficult to expand UK capacity

because it’s a two-year plan to add

to tile manufacturing and what will

the market be like in two years? 

Like everyone in this year’s

manically busy roofing sector, Dave

is trying to assess how long it will

last. With characteristic pragmatism

he ends: “Materials costs are rising

and when that gets to the point

where people can’t afford

mortgages on new houses, that’s

what will determine the slow

down; there’ll be a bit of inflation

and that will put a check on

everything.”

Prices will rise to a
point where it’s all
going to be checked
and everyone will
come back down to a
normal level. 
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Roofing Standards

R oofing or re-roofing a

building is a very big job

and before you even begin,

you’ll need to consider the

regulations set by the industry and

administered by local councils to

ensure the project is legal and safe.

The regulations are there primarily

to protect people’s safety, health

and welfare in buildings, but that’s

not all. They also have an important

environmental function, in helping

to improve conservation of energies

such as power and fuel, as well as

protecting and enhancing the

environment. Finally, they have a

strong role to play in promoting

sustainable development, which is

becoming increasingly important in

the wake of COP26 in Glasgow. 

Certified installers should be up to

the date with current regulations

and building standards and any

conscientious clients should check

this is the case before work begins.

Otherwise, the penalties may be

high. Failure to follow the correct

procedures when carrying out

building work, could mean the

structure will need to be changed

or entirely removed at a later stage.

Building regs for re-roofing

If your project involves re-roofing

under 25% of total roof space, then

you probably won’t need local

authority approval for the job.

However, you will need local

authority permission in the

following cases:

q You are planning an extension

q Your roofing project will cover

more than 25% of your existing

roof

q You are making structural

alterations to your roof

q The performance of the new

roof will be significantly

different to the existing roof (in

the event of fire for example)

While every contractor knows that

they need to visit their local

council’s website for approval,

many overlook the need to consider

local area considerations when

making an application, including

climate and exposure. This is

especially important in coastal and

mountainous regions such as

Wales, Cornwall and Scotland.

Building Standards for Roofing

Ensuring your roofing project meets

with current British Standards

seems obvious to say, but given the

chronic shortages of materials,

some contractors may be tempted

to use non-standard components.

And while there are over 27,000

British Standards currently in

operation, luckily not all of them

apply to roofing. We’ve selected the

key standards you should be aware of.

BRE’s BES 6001

BES 6001 is the ‘Framework

Standard for the Responsible

Sourcing of Construction Products’

by the Building Research

Establishment (BRE). Our Cedral

slates have been certified ‘Very

Good’ by the BRE and demonstrate

the company’s continued

commitment to supporting

sustainable building.

The BES 6001 accreditation means

architects, specifiers and

contractors using these roofing

products can have total confidence

that the processes, quality systems,

and production methods conform to

the highest possible standards of

responsible sourcing.

Don’t Let Your Standards Slip
According to the Construction Leadership Council (CLC) lead times for roof tiles have further lengthened now numbering

up to 30 weeks. And shortages of other building materials such as timber continue to affect contractors’ ability to start

jobs. Matt Castles, Technical Manager of Cedral UK, is concerned that stressed contractors may be tempted to use 

non-standard or inappropriate products during the current materials supply crisis.   

and slates, this includes clay,

concrete and fibre cement.

BS 5250:2011+A1:2016

This standard is often overlooked

and covers the control of

condensation in buildings which, if

not properly adhered to, can lead to

structural damage and dampness.

This can also pose health problems.

BS 8612

This relatively recent standard was

issued in 2018 and sets down

requirements for dry-fixed roofing

systems regarding fixing, wind

resistance, durability, and

ventilation. It is a direct response to

the recent significant growth in the

dry-fix market and aims to ensure

that products in this market are

suitable for purpose.

On the face of it, this long list of

standards and guidance can be

quite daunting to even the most

experienced contractor. However,

any roofing slate manufacturer

worth their salt will be able to

provide reliable technical guidance

including meeting relevant British

Standards. Our advice is to take a

few moments to review these

standards and ensure you are using

approved materials. 

BS 5534:2014 +A2 2018

This covers slating and tiling for

pitched roofs, as well as the code of

practice for vertical cladding, which

includes shingles. It provides

recommendations for the design,

materials, application, installation,

and performance of slates, tiles, and

shingles, including durability,

insulation, fire proofing and the

control of condensation. It also

covers all fittings and accessories

used in the construction of pitched

roofs, and environmental

considerations, including wind and

rain resistance, sound, environment

and health and safety.

BS 5534 works in conjunction with

BS 8000-6. Giving it its full title, BS

8000-6:2013 covers workmanship on

building sites and the code of

practice for laying slates and tiles

on roofs and claddings, including

laying and fixing of all types of tiles

IKO Ultra Waterproofing Range
Guarantees Year-Round Roof Protection

F or a number of years IKO

has been known for offering

the widest range of products

for the waterproofing, insulation

and roofing sectors. Since the

acquisitions which launched IKO

into the UK waterproofing market

we have held the same brand

names. Some of these names held

little relevance to the family of

products to which they belonged;

hence this rebrand will allow us,

our clients and our approved

contractor network to identify what

to expect when they engage with

the Ultra product range.

At IKO, we want to take the friction

out of the product selection process

as much as possible. We are in a

digital age and we want specifiers

to be able to get to what they want

more quickly. When selecting the

Ultra family of products, customers

can be sure that the systems meet

industry requirements and they will

receive excellent technical support.

Whether it be for a commercial,

education or residential hospital

building, the array of options IKO

has defined are easily understood.

The ‘Ultra’ Package

The common causes of premature

flat roofing failure include incorrect

specification, poor workmanship

and inferior products. The Ultra

Range reassures contractors and

specifiers that the products are part

of a range for which all components

have been tested to the relevant

industry requirement. IKO takes no

shortcuts on this issue and all

certification is in place prior to a

product’s launch. The systems are

tried, trusted and enjoy an industry-

leading reputation. 

When buying from our IKO Ultra

Products Range, customers will

also have access to our expert

technical support team who are

available to offer on-site surveys, as

well as guidance during a project’s

design and construction phase.

This ensures the specified

waterproofing system meets all of

the requirements in terms of

building regulations and long-term

performance. In addition, our

approved contractor network is

regularly assessed in order to

establish that they have the correct

qualifications and procedures for a

particular waterproof installation.

This excellent customer service

provision equates to IKO’s full, first-

class ‘Ultra’ package.   

The Range

IKO’s Ultra Range covers a wide

array of products from our

bituminous membrane offering.

These include IKO Ultra Prevent,

Goldseal, IKO Mach Two and IKO

Safestick Prevent. As part of the

IKO Ultra System, solutions such as

IKO Systems Heat-Activated (H-A)

Underlay, and IKO Systems Torch-

Free (T-F) Underlay will also

feature, along with specialist Air

and Vapour Control Layers

(A&VCL) products. 

New and improved

IKO’s Research and Development

department has also been working

hard to develop a hybrid solution to

replace the premium IKO UPXL

Product. Currently, the cap sheet

has a Torch-on and Torch-Free

option which will be replaced by

this universal product. This

innovative option will offer greater

flexibility for contractors when

ordering and storing material

without compromising quality. The

product has a 350g carrier,

enhanced mineral and root-

inhibitor. The 30-year guarantee and

premium contractor network

installing the system provide the

client with the most versatile and

robust system of its kind. This

contractor network has been

reviewed and revised to ensure

installers are as premium as the

product. The additional array of

benefits when specifying this

system include an enhanced

customer support service.

Manufactured in the UK

As stated, the elite bituminous

membrane IKO Ultra Range is

manufactured in the UK at Appley

Bridge in Lancashire. IKO

Enertherm High-Performance

Insulation, which is included in the

range, is produced in Alconbury,

Cambridgeshire. This UK

Manufacturing capability not only

makes IKO a premier product

supplier, it enhances a building

project’s sustainable credentials by

significantly reducing

transportation and delivery-based

emissions. This CO2 reducing

aspect is particularly prescient with

the UK government pledging to

achieve near-net zero carbon status

by 2050.

Digital link

In order to enhance the

specification process, each IKO

Ultra Product will include a

webpage-linked QR code where

data sheets will be among a raft of

information designed to assure

customers of an item’s quality. It

will also include certification data,

thus confirming that a product has

been fully-tested and is compliant

in terms of fire safety regulations.

Each ‘Ultra’ product’s fire safety

performance is assessed as part of

the overall waterproof system, thus

guaranteeing specifiers of its worth

as an effective barrier to heat and

flame once in situ.

We're very excited to be bringing

our exclusive bituminous

membrane range under the Ultra

banner. As winter sets in, so the

need to ensure a roof is in good

working order becomes more acute.

With IKO Ultra Products available

from distributors nationwide,

property owners can have peace of

mind that a watertight solution –

and IKO’s technical expertise – is

at hand for their building’s year-

round protection.

For UK contractors, the advantages of specifying products manufactured in this country have become all too apparent

as the building materials’ shortage continues to impact the construction industry. Soaring project costs and longer lead

times are among the negative outcomes caused by a Europe-wide lack of drivers preventing sufficient importation of

vital items such as cement, timber and tiles. A UK-based innovator and manufacturer of proven waterproofing solutions,

IKO has a range of high-performance bituminous roofing membrane products which it is rebranding under the ‘Ultra’

brand. IKO Sales Director, Kevin O’Connell, explains the reasons behind the move. 

Certified installers
should be up to the
date with current
regulations and
building standards
and any conscientious
clients should check
this is the case before
work begins. 
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receiving the ISO certificate as well

as the Greenguard and Greenguard

Gold certificates in 2016 with its

environmentally friendly products

that are not harmful to human

health and do not impair indoor air

quality.

digitalization contributes greatly to

the operating processes of many

industries today. What is your

progress in that field?

As Assan Panel, we bring our

experience to industry platforms

and play a key role in shaping the

standards in manufacturing, quality

and process excellence. Last year,

we broke new ground in the

insulated panel sector in Turkey

and harmonized with BIM

applications, that enable project

designs in a digital environment,

for our entire product range and

made it available globally. In this

way, it is easier for the client to use

our products in their own designs,

measure their compatibility and

reach you when a product in BIM

modelling is present in the digital

environment.

What would you like to say about

the role of insulation in the

construction of sustainable

buildings?

Within the scope of sustainability,

which is our topmost focus, we aim

to increase our activities through

different projects and we have

started working on this. Assan

Panel contributes to the

construction of sustainable

buildings in an environmentally

positive way with its own product

range. Assan Panel is the only

company in Turkey which has the

Greenguard Gold certification

certifying that its products are not

harmful to human health and can

be used for green projects.

How do you foresee 2021 to be

completed in terms of both your

company and our industry?

Despite the pandemic, we continue

our medium and large-scale

investment plans that contribute to

both technology and sustainability

by eliminating the effects of

domestic and foreign economic

developments thanks to our risk

management power. Exporting to

85 countries, Assan Panel's strong

market knowledge and experience

will be our most important driving

force in this process.

With which objectives in mind will

assan Panel’s future initiatives be

shaped?

As Assan Panel, we will continue

our practices with the vision of

“building right” for the industrial

construction market, being a

sustainable and innovative solution

partner. 

With the pioneering role that we

take with our environmental

commitment, we are working to

expand the factories that produce

their own energy by collaborating

with photovoltaic panel

manufacturers. We have made great

progress in this area; increasing the

number of these factories is one of

our most important goals. 

By continuing its geographical

growth, Assan Panel will continue

its strategic development to

become one of the strongest brands

in global markets, with its

solutions and products adding

value to its customers, that it sees

as long-term partners.

Assan Panel is the
only Turkish company
that has qualified to
be certified by FM
Approvals, an

international leader
in third party testing
and certification

services.

Assan Panel, is a
brand that is known
not only for its
product quality, but
also for its
environmental
awareness, and once
again proved its
quality by receiving
the ISO certificate 
as well as the
Greenguard and
Greenguard Gold
certificates.
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Could you give some general

information about the size of

assan Panel, as a leading

company in the insulated panel

sector?

Founded in 1990 under the

umbrella of Kibar Holding, one of

Turkey's leading industrial B2B

groups, Assan Panel is the market

leader in the insulated panel sector

in Turkey with more than 30 years

of experience. With our high safety

standards and environmentally

friendly products that we

manufacture through our R&D

activities and put into service for

the construction industry, we are

among the important players in the

world. We export our products,

which offer innovative solutions to

the sector, to 85 countries. Along

with our production plants in

Istanbul, Iskenderun and Balıkesir

in Turkey, our foreign investments

also continue. Kibar Industry, a

subsidiary of Assan Panel that

came into operation in 2012 in

Jordan, is the biggest insulated

metal panel manufacturer in the

Middle East with its annual

manufacturing capacity of 4.5

million square metres. This year,

we made our first investment in the

Turkic Republics in Azerbaijan. 

Thanks to our company in Jordan,

we have the opportunity to sell to

countries in the Middle East

region, and with our investment in

Azerbaijan, we create the

opportunity to export to the

Caucasus, Russia and Asian

countries. As a pioneering

company, we continue large-scale

international construction and

building projects mostly in EMEA

countries. We are now focusing on

Europe in the coming period with

our quality, worldwide approvals

and diverse product portfolio.

We Are Building a Sustainable
Future

Could you mention the details that

set assan Panel apart in its

sector?  What kind of advantages

do your products and services

offer to their users?

Our 30 years of experience in the

sector and the strength we derive

from Turkey's leading industrial

groups set us apart. We rank first in

users’ preferences under favour of

our innovative, high quality, and

reliable products. We carry out our

activities while considering our

responsibility to the world and

future generations with the aim of

minimizing the energy losses in the

business. Aligning with this, we

plan our business processes with

the motto "we are building a

sustainable future". 

We manufacture sustainable

building solutions, including

polycarbonate skylights, insulated

panels and particularly solar-capped

panels that eliminate the need to

incur additional installation costs

and provide clamps for

compatibility with solar panels. The

Solar Capped Panel, developed by

Assan Panel, stands out for its

durability, easy installation and

cost advantage in solar power plant

projects installed on roofs. In

addition to unmatched heat

efficiency and energy savings, Solar

Capped Panel also offers

outstanding fire protection.

assan Panel adds to its success in

product diversity and factory

processes with the certificates and

documents it holds. What could

you say about the certificates that

you hold?

OUR 100 mm ROCKWOOL Filled

Panels are REI 180 Certified

We achieved a great success with

the REI 180 rating, which is the

best fire resistance result ever

achieved, with the 100 mm

Rockwool filled insulated panel

developed as a result of our R&D

investments – allowing us to get

ahead of our global competitors. By

maintaining their load-bearing

capacity, integrity and insulation

functions for 3 hours and 49

minutes, our panels achieved the

REI 180 certificate with 100 mm

infill.

Assan Panel is the only Turkish

company that has qualified to have

the certificate of FM Approvals, an

international leader in third party

testing and certification services

from the USA, according to the

standards 4880, 4881 and 4471, in

the insulated panel sector without

length limitation.

Assan Panel, is a brand that is

known not only for its product

quality, but also for its

environmental awareness, and once

again proved its quality by

Company Profile

Questions and Answers with Tolga Akar,  Managing Director of  Assan Panel
Growing through its foreign investments, Assan Panel exports its products to 85 countries and is one of

the top ten global players in the insulated metal panel industry, continuing its sustainable growth

through domestic and foreign investments. The company offers innovative solutions to the construction

sector with high safety standards and an environmentally friendly manufacturing approach.

We carry out our
activities while
considering our
responsibility to the
world and future
generations with
the aim of
minimizing the
energy losses in the
business. 

Tolga Akar,  Managing Director of Assan Panel
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Rooflights

Installing Rooflights on Zinc Roofing
Despite being used for over 200 years, zinc roofs have hit their primein current times. Versatile, robust and with multiple

colours and styling options, they are an architect’s dream.  What’s more, with a growing focus on sustainability in design,

zinc is a 100% recyclable material that is also energy efficient to produce. With so many benefits, zinc roofing is an

attractive proposition. However, often architects will talk about the trade-off you may have to make with a zinc roof, for

example, if you are planning to add rooflights, focussing instead on other natural light options. But does there always

have to be a trade-off? Here Paul Trace uncovers the myths around rooflights and zinc roofs and offers some top tips to

ensure you can achieve the best of both worlds. 

Why is Zinc Roofing so
Popular?

W ith its contemporary

styling, it’s hard to

believe that zinc has

been used in roofing for centuries.

However, it’s the contemporary

appearance that is really allowing

zinc to grow in popularity. Whereas

some roofing material will mean

compromising your building

materials, zinc offers a huge variety

of colours and finishes so that it

can work in harmony with almost

any structure.

This versatility makes zinc ideal for

a range of roofing projects. For

example, agricultural projects,

converted barns as well as listed or

protected buildings, such as those

in conservation areas. Zinc colours

can blend or contrast with the

building, while different textures

such as ripples, grooves, and scales

can help enhance the aesthetic. 

Ready for the Century’s
Weather 

As well as the design and

aesthetics, a zinc roof offers

longevity. It has excellent

weatherproof properties and is UV-

resistant. This ability to withstand

harsh conditions adds to the

lifespan of a zinc roof, as does the

ability to resist corrosion. In fact,

some describe zinc as self-healing

as it has an unusual ability to

repair itself over time when it

comes to surface scratches. 

All of this combined means that

zinc roofing can have a long-term

serviceable life. In some cases, zinc

roofing can last for up to 100 years.

What’s more, during such a long

lifespan, the maintenance

requirement is minimal. The most

important maintenance is to clear

debris such as fallen leaves and

ensure the zinc is treated where

necessary. 

Can you Install Rooflights in a

Zinc Roof? 

There are several concerns when it

comes to installing rooflights on a

zinc roof. One is the fact that

rooflights can tend to look bulky as

a zinc roof often has an ultra-thin

profile. The fact that many

rooflights can have a bulkier frame

can deter architects and property

owners. 

When there is an overlap or large

seam, there is also a potential

problem with heavy rainfall. A

thicker rooflight profile can increase

the risk of water ingress. This can

also be exacerbated when the roof

pitch is low. Without a high angle

to promote water run-off, there is a

risk that water will pool at the top

of the rooflight. This may be fine in

the short term but may cause long

term issues, especially if the water

finds a way into the roof. 

The way to get around this, is to

opt for rooflights that can fit flush

against the roof. Having an ultra-

thin frame that sits flush against

the roof can help prevent the risk of

water ingress while also offering a

more pleasing aesthetic and

maintaining the clean lines of the

roof. 

Zinc Roof Rooflights: Key
Considerations

If you’re looking to incorporate

rooflights into a zinc roof, there are

several factors to consider to ensure

it is a success:

Design

A zinc roof is often chosen because

of its aesthetic. The installation of a

rooflight, particularly bulky

rooflights, can be unsightly on the

streamlined, thin profile of a zinc

roof. 

Often, zinc roofing is used in

conservation areas as it can work

sympathetically with slate roofing.

However, for rooflights to be

approved by conservation building

officers, it is crucial for the

rooflights to be part of the seamless

design of the roof. A subtle design

is essential, and this is best

achieved by using rooflights that sit

flush against the roof so they are

barely detectable. 

A thin but durable frame on the

rooflight can help to ensure that it

meets the needs of a conservation

plan and is in keeping with the

sleek design of the roof. 

Roof Pitch

As mentioned above, the pitch of

the roof can be a significant

consideration when installing a

rooflight. A low pitch (roof angle)

can mean that the water doesn’t

run off with ease. As a result, more

standing water on the roof can lead

to water ingress, and the seams

around the rooflight can cause

capillary action to draw water into

the roof construction. 

The most successful rooflight

installation will be in properties

with a significant roof pitch. Ideally,

a pitch would be above 14 degrees

as capillary action is more likely in

an angle less than this. 

If you have a low roof pitch, then it

is still possible to install rooflights.

However, it becomes more

important to opt for rooflights with

a thin profile to prevent the 

build-up of water around the frame

or head of the rooflight. You can

also help to mitigate the risk of

water ingress by installing a gully

around the rooflight to improve

drainage and reduce the amount of

water that flows over the top of the

rooflight’s surface. 

Width And Seams

Another key consideration is the

width of the rooflight. Naturally,

many property owners appreciate

large rooflights that let in as much

natural light as possible. However,

large rooflights on a zinc roof can

cause issues with water ingress. 

A rooflight will typically be

installed across seams in the roof.

However, the more seams that a

rooflight crosses,the more water

has to be further diverted. This

water diversion can cause puddling

or pooling, increasing the risk of

water build-up and ingress without

the roof materials. 

Generally, it is recommended that

rooflights should not cross more

than three seams in a zinc roof.

As well as the design and aesthetics, a zinc roof
offers longevity. It has excellent weatherproof
properties and is UV-resistant. This ability to
withstand harsh conditions adds to the lifespan
of a zinc roof, as does the ability to resist
corrosion.

This is an important design and

lighting consideration when

working out the maximum width of

the rooflights. 

Stainless Steel Ultra-thin
Rooflights for Zinc Roofs

Architect often specify Stella

Rooflight for zinc roofing, due to

our rooflight’s strong and durable

construction and ultra-thin

stainless steel profile. Stella

stainless steel slim rooflights sit

flush against the roof, helping to

improve the aesthetics, meet the

needs of conservation regulations

and reduce the risk of water issues

too. 

All Stella rooflights are bespoke

made for each project and can

therefore be designed to fit any size

or shape required, with a wide

range of bespoke options available. 

In addition, much like a zinc roof,

Stella’s stainless steel rooflights

offer unrivalled longevity, and will

not rust, unlike mild or carbon steel

framed alternatives. A Stella

rooflight is the ideal choice to

complement a zinc roof 

application. 

to find out more about how Stella

Rooflight can help you create stunning

bespoke, highly efficient rooflights on a

zinc roof, get in touch with the team

today. 

additionally, if you have any questions

or require further technical information

concerning the use of rooflights in your

own project, please contact one of the

Stella Rooflight team on 01794 745445

or visit www.stellarooflight.co.uk.

Generally, it is recommended that rooflights
should not cross more than three seams in a zinc
roof. This is an important design and lighting
consideration when working out the maximum
width of the rooflights. 
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T he government’s Heating

and Buildings’ strategy

surprised many with its

absence of retrofit plan. But the

carbon reduction targets ahead of

us will require a detailed

programme of activity, coupled to

the necessary legislative, financial

and practicable frameworks to

ensure the legally binding targets

are achieved.  

There are currently some 29 million

properties in the UK most of which

will still be in use in 2050 and the

majority of which will require some

form of retrofitting to meet the UK’s

net zero carbon target. This will be

an enormous challenge for property

owners to achieve the standards

required, but it will also create

many jobs in the construction

sector, produce a great deal of

economic activity and result in

warmer, more affordable, healthier

homes.  

Generally, houses built from 1990

onwards have cavity insulation

fitted in the walls to improve

thermal performance. However,

typically, houses built before 1920

are predominantly solid wall

constructions with no cavity,

whereas residential properties built

between 1920 and 1990 are most

likely to have a wall cavity, but

often with no insulation. 

A comprehensive retrofitting

programme is therefore a valuable

instrument in reducing heating

demand, cutting CO2 emissions,

whilst addressing fuel poverty and

improving comfort and wellbeing.

Retrofit Design

Design considerations when

tackling a retrofit project are

centred around the best location to

position auxiliary insulation. The

options are: 

r Cavity wall – injection of loose

fill or in-situ expanding

insulation material; although

wind driven rain and exposure

can make filling a cavity the

wrong approach without

increased resistance of the

outer leaf being achieved.

r Solid masonry wall – external

or internal rigid insulation

within a

weatherproof/protective

system. 

Meeting Carbon Targets through Retrofitting

heritage, occupancy and the

householders’ improvement

objectives when determining

suitable measures. 

r A process for gathering

information and the design

specification ahead of any

installation of insulation or

fabric measures, as well as

aftercare information stored in

a data log for future use. 

r The Insulation and Fabric

workstream feeds into the

standards, skills and quality

assurance development

processes and that these

reflect best practice, and fully

take account issues specific to

the measures. 

The guidance in PAS 2035:2019 and

updated PAS 2030:2019 –

Retrofitting dwellings for improved

energy efficiency, specification and

guidance – was developed as a

r Cold Roof space – loose fill

spray or fibrous insulation at

roof joist level; although

ventilation of the roof space

needs consideration.

r Warm Roof space – rigid

insulation boards at rafter level;

usually between and below, or

between and over rafters if re-

roofing.

r Solid floor – rigid board under

screed or floating floor. 

r Timber floor – rigid board or

quilted batting between floor

joists. 

Each Home Counts

The Each Home Counts Report,

2016 recommends: 

r All retrofit projects to have a

design stage process which

takes a holistic approach and

adequately considers the

home, local environment,

There are currently some 29 million properties
in the UK most of which will still be in use in
2050 and the majority of which will require
some form of retrofitting to meet the UK’s net
zero carbon target.

It is widely accepted that the UK must embark upon a comprehensive retrofit programme of its existing housing stock if it is

to achieve net zero carbon by 2050 and the other targets along the way. However, the UK has some of the poorest

performing housing stock in Western Europe as well as some of the oldest and the recent Insulation Manufacturers

Association (IMA) publication Insulation for Sustainability explains the importance of installing high performing thermal

insulation as a key part of any retrofit programme. 

result of the Each Home Counts

work.

At its heart is an acknowledgment

that there are differences between

one home and another and that for

each home a bespoke assessment

and design is needed. 

Fit for the Future

Retrofitting should only be

considered as a solution for

existing and historic buildings and

cannot be viewed as a panacea to

be administered at a later date to

make up for new build homes that

don’t go far enough now.

Developers must not be allowed to

eschew building fabric insulation in

favour of reducing expenditure –

offloading the responsibility and

cost of bringing their homes up to

an adequate performance level onto

building owners.

The CCC report – UK Housing Fit

for The Future? assesses the cost of

retrofitting a typical building to

perform with a space heating

demand of 15kWh/m2/yr

(considered a ‘deep retrofit’). It

illustrates that it is about five and a

half times more expensive to retrofit

compared to constructing a

comparable building as a new

build. Further carbon savings can

be achieved through moving to

decarbonising, more efficient

heating systems, such as air source

heat pump systems or district

networks in place of traditional

boilers.  

When evaluating the potential

savings from retrofitting, the

practical, aesthetic and capital

investment constraints must be

properly considered. However, for

new-build projects, it’s a lot

cheaper and easier to do it properly

when it is built.

Health and wellbeing

The specification of insulation

materials can have a substantial

impact on the lives of building

users and occupants. The

importance of thermal comfort is a

prime example, influencing the

physical and mental health and

wellbeing of building users.

Enhanced levels of insulation

reduce the likelihood of fuel

poverty, as a greater proportion of

heat is retained more effectively in

homes lessening energy bills and

so debt associated stress. 

Insulation Strategy

Suitable for anyone looking to learn

about the application of low-carbon

strategies through a fabric-first

approach, Insulation for

Sustainability highlights the issues

associated with energy demand

and the way enhanced insulation

strategies play a crucial role in the

built environment to help the UK

meet its net-zero targets.

Retrofitting insulation saves money

and reduces carbon emissions, as

well as helping with improved

comfort and wellbeing. Whatever

the type of insulation application, it

is vitally important the UK’s

housing stock is raised to a much

higher standard by making the

fabric of the building as energy

efficient as possible. Only then will

we have housing that is actually fit

for the future, that reduces energy

usage and its resultant hefty

contribution to climate change.

See https://insulationmanufacturers.

org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/

I M a X C o 2 - I n s u l a t i o n - f o r - S

ustainability-a-Guide-Final-web.pdf to

download the Insulation for

Sustainability white paper.

Energy consumption in existing homes (CCC Housing Fit for the Future?)

Developers must not be allowed to eschew
building fabric insulation in favour of
reducing expenditure
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Esco100 Spanish Slate Selected for Historic
Restoration in West Sussex

European Slate Company was delighted to work

in partnership with SdS Roofing Services to

restore the conical spire at Poor Clares Convent,

West Sussex. this beautiful building which is

occupied by 23 nuns who live, work, laugh and

pray according to the form of life drawn up by St

Clare of assisi in 1253, is an iconic landmark in

the historic town of arundel.

SdS Roofing Services Ltd is a friendly, family

run business with a team of skilled craftsmen

who cover all aspects of roofing. they have

worked on a number of heritage and listed

buildings. owner Sam Skinner said, ‘We source

all of our natural roofing slate from European

Slate Company due to their excellent selection

of slates, service and knowledge.  after careful

consideration we opted to use Esco100

because, being a conical roof, it was important

that the chosen slate was flat and uniform.”

the renovation of this iconic structure will

breathe new life into it for future generations to

enjoy. We can’t wait to revisit this project upon

completion. 
17

Marley alutec’s Evoke and Evolve Used for
Modern Norfolk Home
Marley alutec’s aluminium fascia, soffit

and rainwater solutions have been

utilised for a new-build in Norfolk. they

achieved a high-quality finish requiring

minimal maintenance. 

the new property designed by SMG

architects featured Marley alutec’s

Evoke fascia and soffit, Evolve deepflow

gutter system and Flushfit downpipes. Mirta Frith, SMG architects, explained “our

client was looking to achieve a high-quality finish inside and out. the modern

aesthetic and durability of aluminium suited this.”

Marley alutec’s Evoke fascia and soffit systems are simple to fit. adam Reynolds,

director at Sheringham Windows, said “this was our first experience of installing

Marley alutec products but after some instruction from alutec, our team got to

grips with it in no time.”

the marine grade aluminium products provide a life expectancy of 50 years and

benefit from PVdF paint that delivers a long-lasting finish. the Evolve deepflow

gutter system achieves flow rates of 4.9litres per second, serving 232m2 of roof

area per downpipe. It is lightweight yet strong and is designed to be simple to

install. adam concluded: “the products are great to work with… the customer was

delighted with the result and we have already used alutec products on other

projects.” Visit www.marleyalutec.co.uk. 
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Makita Introduces New 12Vmax CXt Multiline
Lasers to its Range
the new 12Vmax CXt multi-line

lasers project one horizontal and

two vertical 360° lines and include

a precise self-levelling feature to

enable simple setup, layout and

alignment.

the 12Vmax CXt Red and Green

Multi-Line Lasers (SK700GdZ) are

versatile and durable. the red

laser has a range of 25m while the green lasers provide an increased range of

35m and better visibility. the units are IP54 rated, have a temperature range of -

10 to 50ºC and feature a ¼ inch tripod thread.

Each laser projects 4 lines, creating up to 3 360o lines, and users can choose

various horizontal and vertical combinations. they also include three brightness

settings for optimum visibility in various environments.

the units feature an eccentric rotation mechanism and a pendulum operated self-

levelling system (accurate to ± 4º).  a fine adjustment dial allows the vertical lines

to rotate by up to 10° left and right. the 12Vmax batteries provide excellent

runtimes of up to 22 and 14 hours for the red and green lasers respectively.

Kevin Brannigan, Makita UK Marketing Manager said: “the new lasers have been

designed for use on a range of site layout, first- and second-fix tasks.”   

Visit https://makitauk.com/products/measuring.
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Gradient has the tapered Insulation to Suit your Roof
tapered insulation is an ideal solution for

directing water run-off while achieving

regulation levels of thermal performance.

With bespoke flat and tapered roof solutions,

Gradient works closely with clients on each

element of the insulation process from

specification and design to the manufacturing

stage and beyond. Gradient’s range of tapered insulation solutions include: 

Powerdeck® F: this BBa-certified product is faced with a mineral-coated glass

fleece. Its variable lambda value (between 0.024 and 0.026 W/mK) is based on the

board’s thickness. Suitable for a multitude of waterproofing systems including

adhered single-ply membranes, poured and rolled felt applications, and mastic

asphalt; Powerdeck® boards benefit from high compressive strength and

dimensional stability. 

Powerdeck® U: BBa-certified, it has the same variable lambda value as

Powerdeck® F. Its bituminous facia makes it the ideal board for torch-on

waterproofing systems. 

Eurothane® Eurodeck: Compatible with mechanically-fixed, single-ply

waterproofing systems, offering 0.022 W/mK lambda. BBa certified, Eurothane®

Eurodeck ensures a superbly-flat surface finish. Rockwool Hardrock Multi-Fix

(dd): a BBa-certified stone wool insulation board, with a mineral-coated white

fleece, compatible with single-ply, EPdM, liquid membranes, green roof systems.

Its dense composition absorbs vibration and sound. 

there’s also a variety of specialist products for non-standard applications.
28

tN International Launches RooFplus Range to
distributors
a dedicated range of high-performance

bituminous membranes specially formulated

for roofing distributors and their customers

has been launched by waterproofing

specialists tN International (tNI).

the RooFplus portfolio incorporates a

range of underlays and cap sheets, with

SBS and aPP options, a choice of weights

and guarantees of up to 20 years. It offers contractors and their distribution

suppliers a waterproofing solution for every roofing project. the range of

underlays includes glass-fibre and polyester reinforced torch-on membranes with

a variety of weights. there are SBS and aPP modified membranes with both film

and sand finishes to suit particular applications. For completely flame-free

application, the range includes a self-adhesive underlay with polyester

reinforcement and a low temperature flexibility of -15°C.

the six-strong RooFplus cap sheet range has been designed with flexibility and

choice in mind. all membranes feature a strong polyester reinforcement and there

are torch-applied and self-adhesive options to suit project requirements. there

are both 4.5kg/m2 and 5.0kg/m2 roll weights with membrane flexibility in low

temperatures ranging from 0°C to -25°C. Craig Smith, business development

director - roofing for tN International, said: "the RooFplus range has been

launched in response to demand from our distribution customers for a dedicated

portfolio of products specifically designed for their particular requirements."
29

Unique Refurb with CUPa PIZaRRaS Slates Gives
UK Windmill Ultimate Coastal Weather Protection
In a stunning architectural statement, CUPa PIZaRRaS

R17 slate has been specified to meet the design

challenges of a former Georgian windmill renovation at

Fort Green, Suffolk. the first project of its kind in the UK,

Contractor Edward Carlo owner of ELC Roofing

explains: “the R17 is a natural, non-carbonated blue-

black slate with non-rusting metallic particles and thin

laminations. It’s a tried and tested product that we

specify and install on a lot of our projects – especially in

coastal situations.”

the slates were fitted on the windmill’s curved wall, its

pitched roof and elsewhere. ELC Roofing devised the optimum installation with

50mm counter battens fitted to the tower’s brickwork. Multiple strips of ply were

cut and glued to create the curve and screwed to the counter battens to provide

an anchor for the slates, installed using stainless steel hooks.the slate was

lasered from top to bottom to perk it out, taking 5 five days and every slate was

cut and fixed for the curve. Preventing the slates from getting smaller at height,

the team designed a series of lead bands that go round the building at each

storey. the windmill’s domed copper roof existed already and the adjoining

tower’s pitched roof again features CUPa PIZaRRaS slates. a striking onion-

shaped finial was expertly crafted by ELC Roofing with soft copper, topped off

with a fish as a weather vane. a vertical square panel detail is at the front of the

building. Edward added “the client is overwhelmed with the end result and so

are we.” Visit www.cupapizarras.com/uk 30

Mannok’s €2.1 Million Post-Brexit Investment to
Increase Bagged Cement output
Mannok has invested a

further €2.1 million in its

cement bagging facilities.

German brand, Haver &

Boecker were contracted

to manufacture a new

Roto-PaCKER® adaMS®

10 spout bag filling system

and a new automatic film reel changer running at 1,200 bags per hour. these

have been integrated into Mannok’s existing line to expand the packing capacity.

the latest phase of investment will give Mannok the capacity to bag c50tonnes of

cement per hour. It sees the company’s overall investment in its cement bagging

facilities reach over €5m, following an initial multi-million-euro investment in 2018.

Mannok CEo, Liam McCaffrey, commented: “this is a major investment in our

Cement operations which completes the second phase of our investment in our

weatherproof bagging line, upgrading it from a single to a double, with a significant

increase in output capacity. they’re a cleaner solution which helps ensure

healthier, dust-free surroundings. the packaging offers flexibility, allowing outdoor

storage without weather concerns. 

despite the challenges of Covid and Brexit, we have followed through with our

investment plan, demonstrating our commitment to continued growth on both

sides of the Irish Sea and placing us in a strong position for the post-Brexit

landscape.” 31

SIGnature Rooflights Configurator
to help architects and contractors simplify the

specification process SIG design & technology

has launched a new online SIGnature Rooflight

Configurator tool. SIGnature rooflights are for flat

roofs, low pitched or curved roofs under a 15°

pitch.SIGnature Rooflights can be configured to

satisfy every budget and requirement. available product ranges include:

lSIGnature trade - contemporary dome design with a low-rise glazing unit with

steep kerb walls. 

lSIGnature Reflex - glazing only unit for refurbishments.

lSIGnature Flat Glass - the latest addition to the range at highly competitive

prices. 

lSIGnature Glass Link modules link together for a swift installation of unlimited

length and spans up to 3800mm.

lthe Mardome Smoke Vent are individual polycarbonate domes which provide

natural smoke and heat exhaust and comfort ventilation. 

Users can choose window type options of fixed glazing, vent or hatch openings

from SIGnature rooflights ranging from 600mm2 to 6000mm x 3500mm. other

options include glazing type, shape, tint, kerb options etc. there is never a ‘one

size fits all’ solution - choice always balances design, performance and cost. SIG

design & technology offers a free, impartial design and supply service. 

Use the online rooflight configurator at https://www.singleply.co.uk/other-

systems/signature-rooflights/rooflight-configurator/#/
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Snickers Workwear – Work together with you for
Climate Control 
New styles from Snickers Workwear

deliver winter warmth and cooling

comfort when you need it. Not only will

you stay warm with Snickers Workwear’s

37.5® technology clothing, you’ll look and

feel cool too. With styles for both

professional tradesmen and women, they

excel at ventilation to keep you cool and

moisture transportation to stop you

getting cold. they work together to keep

you working comfortably wherever you are on site.

the 37.5® technology fabric is a very quick-drying material that captures and

releases moisture vapour – like your sweat - for superior coolness and dry working

comfort. It’s integrated into selected Snickers Workwear base- mid- and top-layer

garments to keep you working at your best whatever the weather. after all, keeping

a balanced work temperature is not just about staying cool and in great shape, it’s

a matter of your wellbeing and job safety. 

So, to make sure you get the right protection, visibility, flexibility, durability and

ventilation, check out the Climate Control garments from Snickers Workwear that

work together to suit your workday.  

For more information on Snickers Workwear’s Climate Control visit

www.snickersworkwear.co.uk or call the Snickers Workwear Helpline on 01484

854788. 33

Bond It app
Bond It are providing users of their products with

excellent reference tools. the new app provides quick

and easy locating of technical data sheets,

declarations of conformity, safety data sheets and

application advice relating to their whole product

range.

the free, quick and easy reference guide provides

key information on all Bond It products: pack images,

product descriptions, application instructions and

technical documentation. It is a must have on-the-job

tool for professionals and dIy enthusiasts alike.

Find the information you need while using their

products directly on your mobile. QR code scanning

direct from product packaging makes the information

you need even more accessible.

Key features: Quick search by Product Code; add

products to ‘favourites’ for quick reference; Scan QR

codes and instantly find product details; Find all

technical reference documents for our product range; Links to application tutorials

and tips. No ads, no in-app purchases, just the information you need to make an

informed decision about any Bond It product. download the app today from google

store. Compatible with all apple and android devices.

tel: 01422 315300 or visit www.bonditgroup.com
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West Fraser's Carbon Negativity Made Simple!
West Fraser's panel

products are net

carbon negative.

this means the

company's activities

go beyond achieving

net zero carbon

emissions to actually

create an

e n v i r o n m e n t a l

benefit by locking up

carbon within the

panel product range,

thus not releasing it into the atmosphere.

West Fraser's product range now holds a net carbon negative status, locking up

more Co2 than it emits. tackling the issue of climate change, the company's four

European sites and three product ranges sequester a total of 1.1 million tonnes of

carbon annually.

West Fraser is celebrating its product range net carbon negative status with a

dedicated website page where visitors can download a factsheet, check out

frequently asked questions and find a host of facts and figures to help understand

what West Fraser has done to achieve carbon negativity and what using their

products means to the environment. 

to find out more, visit: https://uk.westfraser.com/carbon-negative/ 38

See the Unseen with StructureCare 
StructureCare now utilises sophisticated

thermographic imagery to identify issues

within roofing structures. Working

closely with US sister company,

Weatherproofing technologies Inc.

(WtI), StructureCare has invested in

state-of-the art ‘midwave’ cameras

which are much more accurate and

enable StructureCare to carry out

precise leak detection surveys.

these cameras operate in the spectral range of 2 and 5µm, and, whilst the

thermographic surveys can only be carried out during evenings or night-time, the

sensitivity of this camera will allow for the full extent of defects to be identified from

a simple camera scan of the surface in question. Business development Manager,

Ryan Williams, explains, "our new thermographic imagery service will provide

clients with peace of mind when working with StructureCare. We can now

accurately outline wet insulation areas and find small holes within existing roofing

membranes."

Chris Hester, technical and Specification Manager, adds, "our thermographic

imagery service gives us the ability to identify areas of maintenance within the

roofing structure, thus reducing the need for full scale replacements of roof

coverings and reducing costs for clients where possible." the thermographic

infrared scan does require a minimum atmospheric temperature which will be

judged on the day of inspection. Visit: www.structurecare.com.
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Roofshield Protects the Heritage of Northern
Ireland Church
the world-renowned Roofshield® membrane

from the a. Proctor Group is now an integral

part of protecting the heritage of St andrew’s

Presbyterian Church, Bangor, and enabling it

to continue serving the local community. the

current church building opened in 1957 and

as part of a £10,000 Cornerstone grant, St

andrew’s replaced the roof, repaired the

heating system, and built an extension.

architects Knox and Markwell, specialists in church design and conservation

projects, led the project design. Specialist roofing contractor d. Harkin & Co.

Roofing carried out the roofing works, choosing Roofshield roofing membrane,

providing a pitched roof underlay which is both air and vapour permeable and

allows even very complex pitched roofs to breathe without the need for air gaps or

secondary venting saving labour and material costs.

a unique performance characteristic of Roofshield is its patented SMS (Spunbond

Meltblown Spunbond) structure, allowing high levels of airflow and the transport of

moisture vapour, making the formation of condensation in the roof space virtually

impossible. the exceptionally high degree of vapour permeability and air

permeability of Roofshield means that it can perform in conditions in which airtight

alternatives will not.

Email contact@proctorgroup.com, tel. 01250872261 or visit

www.proctorgroup.com.

Leister’s Uniroof 300/700
Leister’s new UNIRooF 300/700 is for high-quality

welding of all single-plastic, single ply membranes.

an improved nozzle shape produces a wider welding

width with 25-30% more welding area. It also

achieves great results with lower temperatures (up to

20-30o less), using less electricity.

Leister’s new patented inseam scraping nozzle

roughens the welding material and creates a higher

peeling force resulting in a better weld. No need to

use solvent, simply switch from the standard nozzle

to the scraping nozzle to weld difficult-to-weld roof

and tPo waterproofing membranes. the UNIRooF

300/700 includes power management and regulation

which guarantees that parameters remain constant in the case of voltage

fluctuations.

Leister’s new UNIRooF 300/700 sets speed, temperature and air supply

effortlessly with its easy-to-operate display. the UNIRooF 700 displays the

voltage measurement and welds 20% faster than the UNIRooF 300. Connect the

UNIRooF 700 to laptops/mobiles using the LQS (Leister Quality System)

myLeister app and share your welding profiles and recipes. It allows you to set

welding parameter limits and produces a GPS supported data report to help

increase control, produce proof of evidence, and allows you to double check the

inspection. the UNIRooF 700 offers immediate help with the LQS monitored

welding assistant. Contact Welwyn tool Group on 0800 856 0057,

info@welwyntoolgroup.com, or visit www.welwyntoolgroup.com.

WernerCo Enters New Heights of tower Safety
WernerCo is taking steps in the tower industry with

the roll out of the new EN1004-1 product

standards. the changes, which will ensure all

mobile access towers comply to create a safer

working at height environment, will come into force

in November 2021 following a 12-month transition

period. 

the standards will cover the materials, dimensions,

design loads, safety and performance

requirements for mobile access towers. towers up

to 8m externally and 12m internally will still be

covered, but now those under 2.5m will be included

in the standard. the key points of the revision

ensure that there is a reduction in the distance

between platform levels, more safeguards on

towers, scope for product innovation and new guidance on wind and gust loads. 

Sophie Ellam, Product Manager, comments: “We welcome these changes as

safety is at the heart of everything we do at WernerCo. Whilst most of our towers

were compliant to the new standards, we are always looking for ways we can

improve. all BoSS products will be put through 3rd party testing to provide

additional levels of assurance through official certification. We’re confident that

our products offer a safe work at height environment.”

WernerCo has created an online guide explaining the changes and how they will

affect users. Visit: https://www.bossaccesstowers.com/EN1004.

Makita Continues to Provide the Power
Makita UK has revealed

new 40VMax cordless

machines providing one-

battery solutions to

handle the most

demanding jobs.

40VMaX LS004G XGt

Mitre Saw is driven by a

40VMax brushless motor, providing a no load speed of up to 3,600rpm for high

power cutting comparable to corded machines. the rail-forward design maximises

workspace as the machine can be positioned next to a wall and its single sliding

system enables smooth operation to produce superior cuts.  Its 48o bevel range

and 60o mitre range are easily adjusted, making it simple to achieve the cut

required.  It connects to dust extractors via Bluetooth, an LEd light improves task

visibility, and an electric brake stops the blade in seconds.

80VMaX UR012GZ04 XGt Brush Cutter delivers up to 6,400rpm and a maximum

power output at 2.0kW - ideal for heavy duty applications. Speed is adjusted with

a 3-stage control, and automatic torque drive technology (adt) adapts the

cutting speed to the load. the UR012GZ04 shuts down the tool if the rotation

speed suddenly slows, protecting against kickback and the useful reverse switch

removes any material that gets stuck in the blade. 

Kevin Brannigan, Makita Marketing Manager said: “our XGt platform was

designed to provide professionals with even more power to meet high demand

applications with ease.” Visit: www.makitauk.com.

Moy and aquatrace Introduce Intelligent Roofing
Smart Monitoring
For over 40 years Moy has offered

waterproofing systems providing secure, solid

cover for building envelopes. Now, Moy has

exclusively partnered with aquatrace to

introduce a dynamic solution giving 24/7 live

monitoring of your roofing performance. this

intelligent roof solution, powered by

aquatrace (Moyat), detects any break in

roof performance and feeds back to you in real

time via the aquatrace smart app to your

laptop or mobile device. 

Moy Group Commerical director Cathal

Quinn said “the Intelligent Roofing Smart

Monitoring solution allows the constant

monitoring of a roofing performance, live and

direct. as a result we are able to dramatically

reduce the risk of water ingress into a building

across any stage of the building project, from construction to post completion

throughout the buildings lifecycle, with millimetre accuracy before the water enters

the building. Importantly this allows immediate repair before the ingress has

tracked into the building and repairs can therefore be achieved without any need

to interrupt the function of the building. this is an exciting development for the

industry and one Moy is proud to be integrated with from the outset”.
5856
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achieving ambition with CUPa PIZaRRaS
CUPa PIZaRRaS’ high-

quality slate solutions have

helped a local project team

to meet its design goals for

renovating a property in

doncaster. the company’s

products were speci-fied to

help transform the roof into

a new German-style slate

design.

abdul Rehman contacted

CUPa PIZaRRaS and

their technical team

advised on how to best ap-proach the task. CUPa PIZaRRaS was able to

recommend a local roofing contractor to complete the work, R Lowery Roofing

Contractor Ltd, alongside roofing experts, Burton Roofing Merchants. 

abdul commented: “CUPa PIZaRRaS’ solutions stood out on many levels. the

company was able to offer beautiful slate which suited the design goal I had in

mind. I was pleased with the company’s competitive prices, as well as its

reputation as a reliable supply partner.” Bob Lowery, CEo of R Lowery Roofing

Contractor Ltd commented: “I was familiar with this style of design, but nobody on

my team had installed one. It was a challenge, but I always felt confident that with

the support of a trusted supplier, like CUPa PIZaRRaS, we would be able to

deliver it.”
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appointment of Stuart Southall 
Encon Insulation and Nevill Long have

announced the appointment of Stuart Southall.

Stuart joins the business in a new role, as

Regional Sales Manager for Fire Protection for

the Northern and Central Regions, further

strengthening the company’s technical know-

how and expertise in the fire protection market. 

Stuart has over 15 years’ experience in the

construction industry working with some of the

leading names in the fire protection business.

He has completed the aSFP Passive Fire

Protection Foundation course and passed the

demanding Level 3 Certificate in Passive Fire

Protection with the Institute of Fire Engineers. 

Stuart comments: “Working as the Regional Sales Manager for Fire Protection will

mean I am on hand to give specialist technical knowledge to contractors, architects

and specifiers to ensure the products specified are correct for their intended

applications and meet the required performance criteria.” 

Whatever level of fire protection you need, Encon Insulation and Nevill Long’s

national network of branches will work with you at a local level to provide it. you

can view the range of Fire Protection products in the Fire Protection Product Guide

and contact your local branch to see how Encon Insulation and Nevill Long can

help with your next project. 

CUPa PIZaRRaS Expands Further with CUPa 50
CUPa PIZaRRaS has added to its

portfolio with the launch of CUPa 50,

a non-carbonated, deep grey slate.

With a smooth surface, thin

laminations and larger size options,

CUPa 50 is a versatile option.

the company is currently building a

new factory in order to further

capacity. CUPa 50 will be available

in a range of sizes between

20x20cm and 64x45cm. It also

comes in a range of thicknesses, from 3.7mm to 7.5mm. a variety of formats will

be available, including larger formats of 50x25cm, 50x30cm and 60x30cm.

CUPa PIZaRRaS prides itself on the durability of its slate solutions. this is

guaranteed by the company’s meticulous approach to quality control throughout

the  production process. CUPa 50 underwent thorough examinations to test

properties such as water absorption and temperature extremes. these tests offer

customers assurance that the slate can endure the harshest weather conditions,

providing a life of over 100 years. “We are delighted to be adding another product

line to our portfolio”, commented Steve Pearson, UK director at CUPa

PIZaRRaS. “despite the challenges of the pandemic, we have been able to

continue to support our customers with regular lead times and excellent product

availability. the new CUPa 50 quarry will only help to bolster that service further.”

Visit https://www.cupapizarras.com/uk/natural-slate-roofing/slates/cupa-50/.

Makita’s Winter Line Up

tool manufacturer Makita UK is offering new powerful XGt 40VMax Brushless

Impact Wrenches. the tW007G and tW008G impact wrenches offer four speeds

and deliver 2,900 impacts per minute reaching a no-load speed of 2,300rpm.

Ergonomic design with a rubberised soft grip avoids user fatigue and the LEd light

means work is always safely visible. In addition, MP001G XGT 40VMax Inflator

has three inflation modes achieving air discharge of up to 24litres per minute

stopping automatically when a pre-set, digitally displayed target pressure is

reached preventing over inflation. DC40RB Two Port Charger can quickly charge

2 XGt batteries at the same time, charging a 4.0ah XGt 40VMax battery in

45minutes with a status indicator light. the dC40RB can also be used to charge

18V LXt batteries with the adP10 adaptor offering only one charger for all LXt

and XGt products. MR007GZ DAB Radio (with Bluetooth) is the perfect jobsite

companion receiving daB radio stations and Bluetooth allows wireless

connections to mobile phones. It has been IP65 rated for dust, shower and impact

protection. 

Kevin Brannigan, Makita Marketing Manager said: “at Makita we are dedicated to

offering a wide range of machines to complete tasks quickly, efficiently and

safely.” Visit: www.makitauk.com.

the New Snickers Workwear Body-Mapping Pile
Jacket
taking working comfort and layering

systems to a whole new level.  

the Snickers Workwear climate control

system includes functional base layers,

insulating mid layers and weather-

protective outer layers.

these technically advanced working

clothes from Snickers Workwear allow

craftsmen and craftswomen to adjust to

changing weather conditions on site so

they’re always working effectively – with

maximum comfort and protection.

take the new FlexiWork Inverted Pile jacket for example. this warm and versatile

pile jacket can be used both as a jacket in cooler conditions or a mid-layer when

the weather is more inclement. Made of laminated polyester fabric with a furry pile

lining for optimal warmth and comfort, its ergonomics also feature shaped

shoulders for a great fit and optimum freedom of movement.

Hi-tech, advanced fabric technology like this is integral to all Snickers Workwear’s

Base-, Mid- and top-Layer garments for both men and women that always

combine well with the Snickers Workwear hallmarks of best-in-class durability,

comfort, ergonomics and fit.

Visit: https://www.snickersworkwear.co.uk/campaigns/461.

New Solar PV Enhancement from Marley
With net zero ambitions set across

the UK, integrated photovoltaics (PV)

systems are seen as part of the

solution. Marley has launched a new

solar panel providing improved power

output. the new enhanced Marley

Solartile® delivers a lean, low-profile

aesthetic for both new-build and

retrofit projects. the increased

efficiency allows for an install time of just 45 minutes per kWp. the higher power

rating makes roof-integrated solar a more cost-effective option. two parallel

circuits in the module, halves the current in the cells and provides several technical

benefits, including higher panel efficiency with reduced resistance losses at the

cell connections, lower heating effect from spot shading and greater resistance to

mechanical stress in bending. 

the enhanced panel comes with all the components, allowing installers to

complete the job without the need for third-party products. By simply removing a

patch of tiles and installing the solar panels roofers leave spare, perfectly matched

tiles for future roof repairs. 

For every solar panel sold, Marley supports the planting of a tree by global

charitable organisations. Stuart Nicholson for Marley said: “as homebuilders,

homeowners and tenants seek out ways to reduce their carbon footprint and

energy costs, aesthetically pleasing integrated solar panel systems are an ideal

renewable solution for contractors.” Visit: www.marley.co.uk/solarinstall.
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apollo Proudly announces Living Wage accreditation
apollo Roofing, part of apollo – a privately-owned

liquid adhesive, sealant coating and primer

manufacturer - is now a Living Wage accredited

business. It is committed to providing a fair day’s

pay for a hard day’s work and ensuring its

employees have enough to live on.

the business was awarded its accreditation by the

Living Wage Foundation in June. Employees

benefit from apollo’s bonus scheme, Health

Shield medical cover and access to its Employee

assistance programme. apollo Md, Ian Cornelius,

said: “apollo has always maintained that it’s

employees are its biggest asset. this latest move

further demonstrates our business’s commitment

to its core values of Safety, Care and trust. We hope that the accreditation will

help us to retain our colleagues, as well as attract new talent.”

Jacqueline Hopkins, Customer Support advisor said: I’ve worked for apollo for

just over 3 years. Within that time there have been many improvements, all of

which you feel are implemented to make for a better working environment for all

employees.”

Georgia Cox, accounts assistant, adds: “apollo being accredited with the living

wage foundation is just another way the company demonstrates it cares about the

people that work for it. It definitely gives a sense of worth within the company.”

See apollo’s latest vacancies at www.apolloroofingsolutions.co.uk.
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Speedy Solution to avoid Project delays

IKo has developed a screed solution to reduce the long

project waiting times in winter months. Compared to using a

traditional screed to create required falls, counter deflection

or even out substrates, IKo Permascreed can shorten the

project timelines by at least 28 days thanks to its fast drying

capabilities, meaning your building can be watertight in hours

rather than weeks.

Marcus Lee, divisional director at IKo PLC, said: “due to cold

weather, in winter months the curing time of the traditional

screeds take even longer, in most cases this can be at least

28 days. When a project is already facing other delays, this

can cause a real knock-on effect to the programme timelines.

this is when our fast-drying solution IKo Permascreed can

be the answer to getting projects back on track. after it is

installed, follow-on-trades can work on it the same day

avoiding the extra waiting times traditional solutions require.”

Manufactured in the UK, this innovative and versatile screed

also offers no discernible carbon footprint. Using

internationally approved carbon credits, IKo has been

offsetting the carbon footprint for the manufacture of all their

asphalt products and IKo Permascreed is no exception to

this…giving the product the green credentials and making it

an ideal sustainable solution.

Visit: https://www.ikogroup.co.uk/screeding-solution. 60

LaMILUX Launches New Website
LaMILUX U.K. Ltd invite you to visit

www.lamiluxskylights.co.uk - the brand

new website that's visually clean and easy

to navigate around. Four simple headings

direct you to Rooflights, Smoke

Ventilation, access and Passivhaus

overview pages, each detailing their

respective available products within that

category.

the site features clearly displayed

information on the new LaMILUX U.K. Ltd standard product offering, which has been selected based

on the most sought after sizes and specifications. the new site enables visitors to download the

specific data sheets and drawings for each standard product variant within the LaMILUX U.K.

standard portfolio. Furthermore, if standard is not what you are looking for, the site links through to the

LaMILUX product configurator where architects and specifiers can create their ideal product variation.

additional support and guidance can be offered to the user when a completed online enquiry form is

submitted to the LaMILUX team of experts - who are on hand, ready to respond. 

the new comprehensive website brings together the LaMILUX and roda products and will be updated

regularly with the latest news, product information and case studies. But don't take our word for it, type

in www.lamiluxskylights.co.uk to check out the new website and see for yourself. 

t: 01284 749051 | E: sales@lamilux.co.uk | W: www.lamiluxskylights.co.uk
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